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In this  thesis   the author presents  a survey of computer  calculus 
projects being conducted or recently conducted.     A proposed computer 
calculus course  for  the University of North Carolina at Greensboro is 
also presented. 
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CHAPTER  I 
SURVEY  OF  COMPUTER CALCULUS  PROJECTS   IN AMERICA 
In  1965   the Committee of  the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics 
(CUPM)   presented  to  the Mathematical Association  of America its report: 
A General Curriculum in Mathematics  for Colleges.     In an article concern- 
ing  this   report,   W.   L.   Duren,   Jr.,   the   chairman  of  CUPM,   discussed  the 
question of  including a computer course   in the general mathematics 
curriculum.     At  that  time he  raised the  following questions: 
"Should we say  that a three-hour Computer Science,  which might 
be  labelled Math.   2C,   is  the business and even responsibility 
of mathematics departments  to teach?    Alternately can and should 
a shorter introduction   to programming be adjoined to existing 
mathematics   courses?     Should mathematics courses be modified to 
include homework on  the computer?    These are hot  issues.     Our 
attitude was:   Let  us wait and see."   [13,p.828] 
This  thesis  intends  to examine those questions  relative  to recommendations 
from prominent professionals  and professional societies and a report of 
some of  the experiments presently being conducted or recently  conducted 
with respect   to computer supplemented calculus, which will henceforth 
be   referred  to  as   computer  calculur.     This   thesis  also  intends   to  present 
part of a computer calculus course based on what has been done previously 
and the particular needs of  the Mathematics Department of  the University 
of  North  Carolina  at  Greensboro.     This  course  is  being  developed  by 
Dr.   William P.   Love,   Ms Carolyn T.  Jones and Mr.  John R.  Martin. 
The motivation for including computing in the mathematics 
curriculum comes   from many sources. 
In February,   1965 the Committee on Applications of Mathematics 
of the Division of Mathematics,  National Academy of Sciences - National 
Research Council recommended that any well-rounded curriculum should 
include courses   that use  the computer.   [16] 
At  the  Florida State University - ACM - SIAM Symposuim in 1966, 
Dr.   Wallace Givens,   then director of the applied mathematics division at 
Argonne National Laboratory,   "defended the need for teaching algorithms 
which can be used to instruct computers  to carry out long sequences of 
operations needed to obtain a reasonably accurate approximate answer, 
to complete an exhaustive search of possible alternatives,   to compute 
and print needed tables or  to perform lengthy sequences of symbol 
manipulation."   [19,p.388] 
In CUPM's Recommendations for an Undergraduate Program in 
Computational Mathematics,   the basic recommendation was "that mathe- 
matics departments should experiment with innovative undergraduate 
mathematics programs which emphasize the constructive and algorithmic 
aspects  of mathematics,   and which acquaint students with computers and 
the uses of mathematics  in computer applications."   [8,preface] 
In  Guidelines and  Standards  for the  Education of Secondary School 
Teachers of Science and Mathematics, published by the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science   (AAAS)  in  the early 1970's stated the 
following: 
"An undergraduate program for secondary school mathematics 
teachers  should include a substantial experience with the 
field   to computing as   it relates to mathematics  and to the 
teaching  to mathematics."   [l,p.26] 
Since many mathematics  teachers,  whether  teaching in high school or 
college,  will  eventually come   in contact with a computer,   the AAAS also 
stated  that  these mathematics  teachers: 
"1.     Understand   the relationship of mathematics   to computing. 
2. Have  some appreciation of  the effect   computing has  had, not 
only on  the natural sciences but also on the social sciences, 
and  on society in general. 
3. Become  familiar with the use of computers  for individualized 
instruction and classroom demonstrations. 
4. Recognize  the  limits of complexity of  the general purpose 
computer."   [l,p.26] 
They also stated  the   following concerning  competency of  computing: 
"Regardless of how he acquires  his computer competency,   the 
prospective   teacher should be able to  convert a physical model 
or problem  to an  algorithm;   convert an algorithm to a flow chart; 
and convert a flow chart   to a program in a language such as 
BASIC,   FORTRAN,   or ALGOL."   [1,p.26-27] 
One of  the   roles of  the university is   to prepare  the student for 
his life outside   the university  community and  to provide society with 
trained people  for  its many needs.     In order to achieve  this goal  it   is 
desirable   to keep   the  student  abreast of  the current  trend of  computing 
in our society. 
The necessity of  computing  in the mathematics curriculum has been 
established by  the above recommendations  and needs of society. 
Concerning  the appropriate place to  introduce computing  into  the 
mathematics curriculum,   the  following recommendations have been made. 
In 1965,   the CUPM in its  report,  A General Curriculum in Mathematics 
lor  Colleges,  stated the following: 
"The  prevalence of   the high-speed automatic  computer affects   the 
teaching of mathematics   in a very general way.     Many mathematically 
trained students will work closely with computers,  and even  those 
who do not should be taught   to appreciate  the  type of algorithmic 
approach that enables a problem to be handled by a machine.     This 
point  of view should therefore be presented,  along with  the more 
classical one, at  appropriate places   in calculus,   differential 
equations,   linear algebra,  etc."   [6,p.14] 
At the   forementioned  FSU-ACM-Siam Symposium,   Dr.   Frank Murray of 
Duke  University suggested  that a computing course be offered as part  of 
or paralled   to  the student's  first mathematical analysis course.     If this 
approach were  taken,   then  the  computer could be used to develop such 
topics as  functions,   limits,   series,  and  the definite integral.   [19] 
At a conference sponsored by  the National  Science  Foundation, 
conducted at   the  Science Teaching Center of  the University of Maryland 
on December 8-9,   1967,   the topic of the computer in undergraduate 
curricula was examined.     The conclusion was  reached that  "computing 
activities and relevant  areas of numerical analysis should be  integrated 
into the   first  college mathematics  course and  in  subsequent courses when 
appropriate and natural."   [21,p.2] 
In CUMP's Recommendations on Course  Content  for the Training of 
Teachers of Mathematics,   it was recommended as part of  their minimum 
preparation  for mathematic  teachers,   to  include  three semesters of 
calculus  instruction  and  that   it  is "desirable  to take advantage of  the 
growing role of computers   in  introducing mathematical concepts."  [9,p.17] 
Philip J.   Davis of Brown University  had the  following to say 
concerning  introducing computers with calculus: 
"Among the various possible presentations of elementary calculus, 
there are  those which 
a) develop  the subject  for its own sake and at its own  level. 
b) develop   the subject  for subsequent utility in higher pure 
mathematics. 
c) develop   the  subject   for  subsequent  utility  in  applied 
mathematics,   physical  science,  engineering,  mathematical 
economics, etc."   [10,p.12-13] 
A computer calculus  course  is another alternative which could teach 
the  concepts of  the above  three presertations.   [10] 
From   the above recommendations   it would appear logical to introduce 
computing simultaneously with calculus  instruction since calculus is 
traditionally the  first   course  in mathematical analysis.     One might ask 
how  this   is   to be accomplished.     It appears  there are  three basic approaches 
to  the problem.     The  first approach  could  be to totally  integrate calculus 
and computing by  teaching programming techniques  from the computer calculus 
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text  itself.     At  the other extreme,   the  two subjects could be taught 
independently with  little or no connection between the calculus class 
and  the computer class.     It would be left to the student  to establish 
the  relation between calculus and computing.     The third approach  is  to 
have  standard  calculus  instruction with a coordinated  laboratory,  work- 
ing  in conjunction with  the classroom assignments. 
In trying to establish which approach is the most effective the 
following questions were considered in studying the various projects 
conducted: 
1) Which of the  three approaches or variations of these 
approaches were  attempted? 
2) How successful was   the approach? 
3) Which mode was  used:   batch processing or  interactive 
(use of time-sharing consoles)  mode? 
4) What programming  language was used? 
5) What was the  cost per student? 
6) Was academic credit given? 
The Center  for Research in College Instruction of Science and 
Mathematics   (CRICISAM)  project dealing with the inclusion of computers 
into calculus was begun in  1966 as  the result  of the recommendation of 
the Committee on Undergraduate Programs  in Mathematics   (CUPM)   to the 
Mathematical Association of America   (MAA)   and the Symposium on  the 
Impact  of Computing in Undergraduate Mathematics Instruction which was 
funded by  the National Science Foundation.     The CRICISAM approach involves 
total   integration of calculus and computing into one course and is non- 
dependent on  language.   [20]     The CRICISAM project  is now the most 
extensively used project with at  least one hundred schools using it as 
of May,   1972.   [8] 
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University has 
used  the CRICISAM approach  in its  three semester sequence of calculus 
on a trial basis.     This course was given  four semester hours credit 
and was  taken by students on a voluntary basis.     The  student reaction 
was very favorable and Professor Octavio Diaz,   the  instructor,  offered 
his personal opinion  that  students learned calculus as well or better 
than  the traditional approach with their interest  and comprehension 
increased.     However,   he also expressed some reactions about  the in- 
adequacies of   the CRICISAM text.     For example,   since  their sequence 
included analytic geometry  and multivariable calculus and  since the 
CRICISAM text was inadequate in these  topics,  the CRICISAM text had  to 
be supplemented.   [12] 
Vanderbilt University has been using the CRICISAM approach for the 
past three years as an honors level course and reports that the attempt 
has been reasonably successful.   [27] 
Purdue University has also been using CRICISAM for three years as 
an optional course that meets five hours per week with five hours credit. 
Although no data was collected comparing the effectiveness of computer 
calculus and traditional calculus, those who have taught the course 
report that the students learn calculus as well and "develop a greater 
appreciation of infinite processes." [14,p.1] "The major strong point 
of  the  CRICISAM or other computer oriented approaches   to calculus  is 
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that  the students  can see within  one framework the power of classical 
calculus and  the utility of approximation   techniques."   [14,p.2]     The 
major weak point of  the CRICISAM  text was   the  lack of multivariable 
calculus.     Again,   student  reaction was  favorable.   [14] 
The University of Minnesota had their  first  computer calculus 
experiment   in  1967-1968 using the CRICISAM approach with an honors section 
of  fifty students.     A subset of   FORTRAN was used and about seven days 
were spent on algorithms  and flow charts.     Batch processing was used due 
to the  lack of consoles.     No report was given reflecting the success of 
the project. 
An anonymous student at State University College at Fredonia said 
the following  in an article concerning the CRICISAM text: 
"The book seems  to be involved as  far as proofs go.     This 
is what   is  confusing to me.     However,   the material doesn't 
seem too bad,  just hard to understand."   [5,p.6] 
In a report of a panel discussion of CRICISAM,  Richard Andree  of 
the University of Oklahoma said  their CRICISAM project was  considered 
a failure because  two different books were used  in the calculus sections, 
the CRICISAM  text and a standard  text, which the non-experimental sections 
used.     Difficulties  arose when students dropped out of  the CRICISAM 
course  into  the standard course.   [5] 
J.   C.   Wicht,  Chairman of  the Department of Mathematics at North 
Georgia College,   calls  the CRICISAM text "impossible."   [26]     Walter J. 
Carpenter of North Ceorgia College  reported that   the CRICISAM text   is 
too theoretical  for  the students.   [4] 
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The University of North Carolina at  Chapel Hill has used CRICISAM 
extensively  for the past  two years.    Approximately  two hundred  fifty 
students  in  the  fall  term and one hundred  in the spring term registered 
for the  course.     This  course was not required and met three hours a 
week with three hours credit.     It was reported that  good students 
learned calculus better while  the poorer  students learned worse,   possibly 
due to lack of  time  for both  computers and calculus.     It was also  reported 
that many students were "turned on" by the course and in general,   students 
understood  the   topic of limits better.    There was a mixed reaction  from 
the students  concerning the course.   [18] 
Brown University  first  taught  computer calculus  in 1968-1969 where 
they used three  standard lectures in calculus and one  or two  laboratories 
each week dealing with programming  techniques.     This  course was optional 
and approximately seventy students participated.    A local interactive 
language known as BRUIN was used with approximately five minutes of 
CPU time being used by each student per semester.     The experiment was 
reported a success from both students and  faculty.    Philip J.   Davis 
of Brown University made  the  following remark concerning the question, 
"Do student learn calculus better?" 
"We  cannot claim - and we   think it would be foolish to do so- 
that  a student  learns  calculus  better  in a computer calculus 
section  than  in  a conventional  section.    We think  this  is bark- 
ing up  the wrong  tree.    What is  important is that  computer 
calculus offers an  interesting and relevant option for the teach- 
ing of  the calculus,   an option which will lead to new skills, new 
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attitudes  and new interests."   [11,p.13] 
Case Western Reserve University required all calculus  students   (750) 
to be  taught  programming in  special sessions by undergraduates.    They 
are presently  using batch processing mode but plan to go to interactive 
mode and also develop a lab  to be  coordinated with course material.   [7] 
Information was not available as to its success. 
Pomona College offers an optional course in PL/1 with their second 
semester of calculus coordinated with infinite series. [7] Information 
was not  available as  to its  success. 
Claremont Men's College requires all students to take a semester 
of calculus which includes FORTRAN instruction in the batch mode. [7] 
Information was not available as  to its success. 
Harvey Mudd College gives a special  two-week,   two hours per day, 
seminar on methods of solution and numerical techniques.     Freshmen 
learn  FORTRAN  in a required,   one-semester hour course.   [7]     Information 
was not  available as  to its success. 
At  Dartmouth College computing is  taught with second semester 
calculus and  in a finite mathematics course for non-physical science 
students.     Between two and  three hundred students each tri-semester 
use BASIC,  an  interactive language,   forty-five minutes per week (connect 
time).   [7]     Information was not available as  to its success. 
The University of Denver  taught a special section computer calculus, 
which  forty-eight students used a standard calculus text with motivation 
toward  the algorithmic methods.     The students learn FORTRAN in a separate 
course using batch processing mode.     A later section used BASIC in the 
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interactive mode and this mode was preferred over batch.     Plans are  to 
expand  the computer calculus  to all freshman calculus sections.   [7] 
Florida State University has several projects  involving calculus 
with computers.     One project involves  students who already have a back- 
ground in calculus and computers.     They choose a special  calculus course 
with computer lab,  where  they study numerical topics of calculus. 
Another project  is  the CRICISAM course which meets five hours per week 
learning and using FORTRAN with calculus.   [7] 
A computer laboratory was used with three semesters of calculus at 
the University of New Mexico.     One hour per week was  required in  the 
laboratory using a subset of FORTRAN in the interactive mode.     Approximately 
five hundred students   took part   in this project.   [7]     Information was not 
available as  to its success. 
At the University of Pennsylvania a special section of one hundred 
forty students was taught computer calculus. FORTRAN was taught within 
six lectures and never mentioned again. Batch mode was used but inter- 
active was preferred.   [7]     Information was not available as  to its success. 
Oberlin College sets aside eight class meetings for instruction 
in FORTRAN.     Each professor makes use of the computer as  he sees  fit 
within his classroom instruction.     Some do not use it as all,   while 
others  require  the writing of programs.   [7]    Also at Oberlin,   the CRICISAM 
project was  tried several years ago with mixed results.     Now a  two week 
block is set aside for instruction  in programming,   then  it  is  left up  to 
each  instructor to the extent he wishes  to use computing.   [2] 
The University of Utah has given an experimental calculus  course 
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during 1965-1969 with about   twenty  to forty students each semester. 
They replace one lecture per week with a two hour  laboratory with the 
same amount of credit as  the standard course.   [7]     In 1971 they gave 
three lectures and two  coordinated  laboratories weekly with four hours 
credit.   [25] 
The University of   Iowa has experimented with a computer laboratory 
with both calculus and  linear algebra.     In 1969-1970 their project began 
with a special section  using FORTRAN or PL/1  in batch mode at  a cost of 
twenty one dollars per student.     In  1970-1971  they offered an one hour 
optional  laboratory which could be  taken with each of the courses in 
the calculus -  linear algebra sequence.     About  twenty students each 
semester used BASIC language at a cost of sixty dollars per student per 
semester.     In  1971-1972   they plan to use a subset of PL/1  in the inter- 
active mode.       The student  reaction was favorable and found the optional 
laboratory course very helpful.   [17] 
The  Educational Research Center at Massachusetts  Institute of 
Technology has  undertaken a project which involves  students working 
at   their own speed in  a  computer based first-year calculus  course. 
This project involves approximately one hundred students from M.I.T., 
Tufts,  North Shore Community College,   and the University of Massachusetts 
at  Boston.     Interactive mode using BASIC was used by  the students  to 
complete a minimum set  of units which deal with a topic or group of 
topics.     The laboratory  course   is ungraded but  the students are  given 
a  test after each unit   to determine   if he continues   to another unit.   [15] 
At Colorado  College,   in 1968,   a random section of twenty-six students 
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took part   in a computer calculus project using BASIC in the interactive 
mode.     The  students received four hours credit  and considered  the course 
successful.   [3] 
At Duke University several approaches have been made toward computer 
calculus.     In 1967-1968  tiiere was an experiment  involving twenty-three 
students using FORTRAN  in batch mode.     Computer programs were not 
required as  part  of  the course and were optional but   the students were 
encouraged  to write the programs.     The experiment was not successful due 
to several  factors,  of  those being that self-motivation is not  encouraged 
in the university  reward system,   lack of fast  turnaround and insufficient 
number of  keypunches.     However,   the experiment was  considered a partial 
success  "with respect  to  the principle goal of using numerical  computations 
to enhance   the study of  calculus."  [23,p.10]     During 1971-1972,   Duke was 
experimenting with an optional one hour per week supplement to calculus, 
where students  investigated the relationship between calculus and computing. 
With this experiment the interactive mode was used.   [24] 
In using the   computer to present  concepts of pure mathematics and 
even establishing definitions,  G.   J.   Porter of the University of 
Pennsylvania made   the following statement: 
"In conclusion let me remark that  there  is  a tendency on 
the part of  some of  those who use  the computer  in teaching 
calculus  to use it  only  to compute  those  integrals which do 
not yield to analytic methods.     While the technique may from 
time  to   time be useful in applications,   I believe it adds 
nothing mathematically to the calculus  course.     On the other 
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hand I  think the computer  can be used effectively  in motivating 
and helping the student understand the pure mathematics."  [22,p.1001] 
The following are observations of the  author concerning the fore- 
mentioned projects involved in computer calculus. 
Looking at   the approaches   taken to incorporate computers  into 
calculus,   all three basic approaches can be judged successful.    No one 
method of incorporating computers into calculus can be judged to be 
absolutely better  than any other approach mentioned in  this  thesis. 
Students  learn calculus and computing no matter which approach is taken. 
However,   there have been failures.    These failures can be linked with 
equipment deficiences and personnel problems.     The lack of an appropriate 
number of keypunch machines or  interactive  terminals caused unneccessary 
waiting  for the  students.     An over-burdened computer or computer terminal 
also caused unneccessary waiting.     In informal discussions,   it was  re- 
ported  that some projects  failed because the staff teaching the computer 
calculus courses were not   interested in teaching the courses or were not 
qualified.     This   thesis gives some insight  to the various problems confronted 
and possible solutions to those problems. 
The CRICISAM approach, which can be considered to be the totally 
integrated approach, contained two basic problems. The first problem 
is that of content. Students using CRICISAM often did not get enough 
traditional calculus. For example, the topics of multivariable calculus 
and analytic geometry are not covered by the CRICISAM text. A future 
edition including these topics could remedy this problem. The second 
problem is  that  of  student mobility.     If the CRICISAM text is not used 
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in all sections of calculus,   then the students encounter a problem when 
they decide  to drop out of the CRICISAM course into a traditional course 
using a different  text.     There is also a problem for transfer students 
who have been using a different  text. 
Concerning the question of  the superiority of the  interactive mode 
or the batch processing mode,   the interactive mode was preferred over 
batch processing.     The interactive mode has  two basic advantages.     First, 
the turnaround  time  is  faster;   therefore,   the students do not have  to 
wait an unreasonable amount of  time for the program results.     Second, 
cards and keypunches are no longer needed.     However,   there is one important 
disadvantage.     The cost  factor is much greater.     For example,   at the 
University of  Iowa,   there was a three  to one ratio of cost of  the 
interactive mode  to batch processing.   [17]    There  is also the cost of 
specialized  interactive terminals.     It is believed the batch process- 
ing mode may be made as successful as  the interactive mode provided two 
conditions are met.     First,  make sure the student does not have to    wait 
an unreasonable amount of   time by providing a sufficient number of key- 
punch machines and make  them easily accessible.     Second, have an efficient 
computer or computer terminal to guarantee fast  turnaround for the 
student. 
In most  instances more academic credit was given for  the computer 
calculus  than the traditional calculus course. 
Many different  programming languages were used at  the various 
schools.     Any easy to learn,   high-level language can be used  for this 
type of course.     Following  is a  list of high-level languages  that were 
j 
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used or could be used: 
1) PL/1 and subsets   (interactive and batch), 
2) FORTRAN and subsets   (interactive and batch), 
3) BASIC   (strictly interactive), 
4) BRUIN   (strictly interactive). 
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CHAPTER  II 
PROPOSED COMPUTER  CALCULUS  PROJECT AT  UNC-G 
/ 
The Mathematics  Department of the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro is   planning to offer an experimental  computer calculus  course 
in the fall semester of 1972. 
A computer laboratory  is being developed which will operate in 
conjunction with  the elementary calculus  sequence.     The classroom 
lectures and   laboratory exercises will be highly coordinated so that 
student  should learn  both calculus and computing better than  if each 
were  taught  separately.     The content of the laboratory will  include  the 
basic  ideas  in  computing equipment and the operation of  this  equipment;   the 
algorithmic process  for solving problems;   essential knowledge of a 
programming language   (PL/C);   and an extensive set of exercise programs 
per semester which every student must write.     The calculus course and 
laboratory will meet  five hours per week,   three hours for calculus 
lecture and two hours   for computer lab.     Each semester will count as five 
semester hours credit.     The  laboratory exercises will count as part  of 
the total course grade.     Students will have a great deal of mobility 
since  the same calculus  text will be used  in normal sections.     Students 
will be allowed  to drop out of  the experimental computer calculus course 
into the normal  course;  however,   students will not be allowed  to enter 
the experimental sections once instruction has begun. 
Because of existing campus computing  facilities,  the laboratory 
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exercises will be designed for   the batch-processing mode using an 
IBM 2780 rather than conversational   (interactive) mode.    However,   some 
experimentation will be  conducted to  determine  the effectiveness of 
both types of operating modes. 
The  following   list   includes skills and understandings which will 
be expected from all students completing  the computer calculus sequence; 
1) The student should have a solid understanding of  the 
traditional approach to calculus,  especially from the 
theoretical point of view. 
2) The  student should have an understanding and ability  to 
use  computer equipment   including card punch,   card reader 
and printer, and  teletype. 
3) The student should understand and be able  to develop 
algorithms   in analyzing and solving problems. 
4) The student should have  sufficient mastery of a 
programming language. 
Since there is   a lack of current  publications or materials which 
correspond to our  ideas,   a  computer calculus laboratory manual  is being 
developed.    The manual is  divided into  two different parts.     The  first 
eight lessons  deal basically with  teaching the essentials of PL/C to the 
student   so he will  be able   to write simple programs.     The remainder of  the 
lessons  deal with incorporating computers into calculus.    A basic assumption 
is  that   the student  has no  prior computer programming knowledge.     A table 
of contents  is   included in Appendix I along with sample lessons  from the 
laboratory manual. 
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One of  the assumptions of  the computer calculus experiment  is that 
the laboratory experience will  result  in a better understanding of the 
traditional calculus.     An attempt will be made to compare the achievement 
of those students  in computer calculus with those in the  traditional 
calculus.     Standardized  tests will be given to all students upon initial 
enrollment,   then they will all be tested again at  the end of  the first 
semester and  second semester of calculus.    Data will then be analyzed  to 
evaluate our assuumptions. 
Further  revisions and additions will be made  to the  laboratory 
manual as needed. 
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Lesson lit    FUNCTIONS 
1. PURPOSE:    The objective of this lesson is to present the basic ideas 
concerning functions,  their graphs, and how to determine certain properties 
of functions. 
2. SOME DEFINITIONS: 
There are several ways functions may be defined.     Two definitions are 
given below: 
Defn: A FUNCTION consists of a set of ordered pairs, (x,y), such that 
if any two distinct ordered pairs have the same first element, x, then 
they also have the same second element,  y. 
Defn:    A FUNCTION consists of a set, X,  and a set,  Y,  and a RULE which 
associates every x in X with exactly one y in Y. 
Frequently,  functions are defined over the set of real numbers or over some 
subset of the real numbers,  but it is not necessary that functions be 
defined over numbers at all.    In calculus, we are primarily interested in 
functions defined over real numbers, hence the examples will be restricted 
to this type of function. 
Defn:    The DOMAIN or DOMAIN OF DEFINITION of a function is the set of 
real numbers where the function is defined.    That is, the domain is the 
set of all x's in the ordered pairs  (x,y). 
Defn:    The RANGE of a function is the set of all possible values that 
the function may assume.    That is,  the range is the set of all y's in 
the ordered pairs   (x,y). 
The computer may be very useful in determining the properties of a function, 
especially very complex functions whose values are difficult to compute. 
Frequently,  one would like to know the domain and range of a function. 
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In relatively simple functions one can usually determine the domain and range 
by inspection or a few calculations.    Functions are undefined whenever 
division by zero or square roots of negative values are involved.     The 
computer cannot always determine precisely the domain or the range although 
it can give some hints or clues which will provide a reasonable guess.    Error 
messages will   result whenever functions are evaluated at points not in their 
domain. 
Sometimes, a person is interested in knowing where a function has posi- 
tive (or negative) values. 
Defn;    A  function is said to be POSITIVE over an interval provided that 
f(x)>0 for all x's in the interval. 
Sometimes, a person is interested in knowing at which points the function 
has a zero value. This is equivalent to finding where the graph of a function 
intersects the X-axis. 
Defn:    A function is said to have a ZERO at a point x=c provided f(c)   = 0. 
Sometimes,   a persn is interested in knowing where a function is increasing 
or decreasing.    This is equivalent to finding where the graph of the function 
is rising or falling. 
Defn;    A function is  said to be INCREASING over an interval provided if 
c<d in this interval,  then f(c)«f(d). 
Defn:    A function is said to be STRICTLY INCREASING over an interval 
provided if c<d in this interval,  then f(c)<f(d). 
By using the computer to print a table of values for "x"   and for "f(x)", 
one is often able to approximate the domain of the function, locate where 
the function is undefined,   determine where the function assumes positive or 
i . 
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negative values,  approximate zero's of the function, and find where the 
function is increasing or decreasing. 
By printing a table of values for "x" and for "f(x)", one essentially 
is able to plot these values to form the graph of the function.     In deter- 
mining the values of "x    to be selected,   two decisions must be made:    first, 
the interval where  the values must range,  that is,  the beginning and ending 
values for x,   and second,  how many values are to be used.    For example, 
suppose one decides  to evaluate    the function over the interval from -5 to 
+5.    This determines the upper and lower boundary where the function is to 
be evaluated.     Within this interval,   one may decide to evaluate the function 
at the values X=-5,-U,-3,-2,-l,0,l,2,3,U, and ?.    In this case,   the points 
are one unit apart,   and we say that &   =1  (or DX  = l).    This provides eleven 
values to be evaluated.     Possibly the gaps are too far apart, and a DX  = 0.5 
would give better results.     In this case,   the function would be evaluated 
at x ■ -5,-U.5,-U,-3.5,...,3.5,)4,U.5,  and 5,  this time at 21 points.    If this 
is not sufficient,  then a DX =  .1 might be selected and the function would 
be evaluated at x ■ -5,-U.9.-U.8,-k.7, •■ .,1*.7,U.8,1*.9, and ?.0. 
Any value for DX may be used provided it is POSITIVE.    Large values of DX 
result in a coarse approximation of the graph of the function and small values 
of DX provide a reasonable approximation.    However, very small values of DX 
cause the computer to execute many computations which can become very expensive. 
3.    EXAMPLE .1:    Write a program which will print a table of values for    x 
and for "f(x)"   defined by the function:     f(x)  =    /^^-    Let the variable 
"x"   cover the interval from -10 to  +10.     Let DX - 0.$.    By examining the out- 
put,  answer the following questions. 
a.     What is  the domain of the function? 
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b. What is the range of the function? 
c. Where is the function undefined? 
d. Where is the function positive? 
e. Where is the function negative? 
f. Where does the function have zeros, if any? 
g. Where is the function increasing? 
h. Where is the function decreasing? 
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A.    One possible flowchart for this problem might be as shown below. 
(start } 
DX   = 0.5 
x  ■   -10 
(print     ~~\ 
headings    J 
FOX   ■ 
SQRT(x*-»f2 - 9) 
( print x and FOX 
) 
FLOWCHART    Lesson Ik    Example 1 
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B. A PL/C program based on the above flowchart could be written: 
1 //cXAl'iKLtl     PLC     fcCS . Ui'il.lr.hMoUO^.-Y ,L Hi,Si If! 14 , IIP I = N(imJUl<IUAKY 
2 KIM: HkUCtuuKt   uPTlUixS (MAIN ); 
3 UfcCLAKt    ( JX, /=.=   UL-L i«   A »l 
[j A   » /  :•        (.'  'KK  I    |M    I X        */ 
5 1-llX )    r-LIJA I ( lb) I /*    i- ( A ) •■/ 
6 uX=U.t>; /*   INITIALIZE   UtLlA   A      AI»U   A   */ 
1                        A = -1 u. u; 
8 /*    PKINT    Uuf    HbAUliVb   */ 
9 PUT    L1SI ( '      X MX) '); 
10   r. vmx:            HJX=SUKT ( (X#*<i )-V ) i      I■*   bVALUAO   I- ( / )    */ 
H   /-■■   PKlN'l    UUl    X   AIMU   I-1 A )    -•/ 
12 KUl    tul I (At l-UX)      (hi *>, i) ,x( 10) »h( le»b ))    SKlh; 
13 it-   x=iu  Tnti«   STUP;       /■■•   rtsi   in  stt   ii-  x  HAS  Kb/»;iihii   i" 
Uj                        A = X+UA;       /;.;  Auu  I'I-LIA   x     Iu  x  */ 
Ijj bD    lii   I-VHIA;      /f   (-II   hVALUAft   i'il-'-   MX)   */ 
,i   i- L "i; 
U I lv 
// 
C. The output from the above program is shown below: 
i . 
X l-l X ) 
10. u 
-y.o 
y ,!>393y 
9.013o7 
- a. (i /.<♦! blS< 
-7.1> 
-7.0 
-b. •> 
-6.0 
- 0. ' 
-5.0 
-4.0 
-3. b 
b.0 ?3oft 
o.i/'<'>'> 
O.'thh/ <■■ 
■> . 1"'- 1 '' 
<, . b ' 1 ~■' 1  1 
/. .OOCIOll 
^.O'lID 
1 b 1 Ml O 
U.OUUWU 
tKKUK        '  ■'     ' 
I IN SI i'il b 
1 . o 3 >' i 1 
tKKUK      bXtfU 
-/.'• 
I IM S li'i'l o CKKUK       l-Xrtll 
-1.3 
I IV S 1 111 o trKKUK        hAolf 
-1.(1 
... v v... ... I IN S 1 r. 1 D KKI IK        b> '" 
1,11-    AC     ■   '• I  "I     1^    '   ' '   " ' '  '"      '   ' 
,|h    AKUUMCIv  I     lb    INl-OAll  >n-     I I i 
I nr   HKI»I H'ii-1 I s    i   ri?i> I1VC     I > ■ 
,Ht    AKbUMtNl    IS    I'iri.All 71     ( '), 
[lib     ' '      11*"" '■'■' ' "'"    ' 
' 
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-0.5 
I.). U 
U. •> 
1.0 
1.5 
**#*#*    j|.|   si 
^.u 
2. t> 
■S.O 
5. 1 
••..(I 
D.U 
■3. 5 
O.D 
(.11 
I. "J 
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F(X) 
^.VbHlM 
IN   STMT O       tKKUK      HXalJ IHb    AkliUi'ifc'M I    lb   Ntb/illVt    I I. 
3.U00UU 
= «   IiM   SletT O     tKKUK     bXalJ        IHt   AKGUIIEINI    lb   INCGAIIVI    If*    I 
/. .95803 
#**    1"J    S I i'i I b       tKKUK      hXHU I Mt    AKbUi-itNl    IS   NEGATIVE    ("»•■;) 
^ .02H<«^ 
ll<|    SlI'lT O       tKKUK        HXHII IHI- 
^ .diftllii 
hit    AKoui-icl" I     1 S    lltbrt I 1 VI 
^ . t>980 ( 
b        tKKUK       EXbO I Mt    AKGUIlEi 
1m    SI Ml 0        tKKUK        hAWi iMt    AKO 
L.05831 
u.uoooo 
1 .t>H2V I 
/_  .Of) (1 
i.i'i'tl" 
t.UOOlJU 
<t.6U97? 
^.1461^) 
3.7t>6i:a 
o ..324:>5 
t> • a 7 4 a r> 
?.<»1619 
Unf 
I    1 S    NfcGA ft VC    ( i'i'" ) 
I     IS   NfcbA live    (  ••'   ' ) 
0. *) 
llJ.II 
7.V52V a 
a.^tt5^» 
*.ul3a7 
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Carefully observe the output from this program.     Error messages are given 
when the computer attempts to evaluate the function for values of x from 
-2.5 to  +2.5'     Here the value under the radical is negative and the function 
is undefined,  hence these values are not in the domain of the function. 
Obviously the domain should be values of x less than or equal to -3 and values 
of x greater than or equal to +3. 
Answer questions b through h for yourself by examination of the output. 
By plotting  (X,   F(X))  one may obtain the graph,   as shown below: 
It.    EXAMPLE 2:    Write a program which will print a table of values for "x" 
and for "f(x)"   defined by the function:    f(x)   - SIN 2TTX.     Let the variable 
"x"  cover the interval from -2 to  +2.    Let DX have values  of 1.0,  0.5,   0.25, 
0.10,  and 0.05.     (This example illustrates how false conclusions may be made 
about a function whenever too few points are evaluated).    Answer questions 
a through h from Example 1 for this function by examination of the output. 
A.    One possible flowchart for this problem might be as shown on the next 
page: 
Lesson lit  (cont) 
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/ 
(print       A 
heading   J 
print X and FOX      J 
Lesson lU (cont) 
B.   A PL/C program based on the above flowchart could be written: 
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]_   //tXAMHLfc2 HLC   tLb.Ui\lCO.MA&00237, LhbSui\il4,UF I =I\IIIBIJUI\IIJAI<Y 
2 hCN: HKUCfcUUkfc   UPTIUNSI MAIN) ; 
3 UtCLAKb    (UX, /#   uhrL IA    X =•</ 
h 
MIX)     hU)A I  ( lb ) : 
/*   CUKKtlMl    X    */ 
/*   MX) */ 
6      /'•'    HKlNT LIUT     MAIN    HtAUllMO    «/ 
■, HUT   LIS1 ( 'utL I A   X                      x                                                     h( X) • ) : 
8    'MCWUX: ofcT   LIST(UX);        /*   bfc'l   utLTA x     l-UKM LARU  */ 
a II-    UX    <=    U       TMtlM    STUP;        /*    TtrtMllMA I HUM   CHtLK    -/ 
10 x = -2;       /*  HUINT x   */ 
11 /*    HKllMT UCLTA    X       MfcSSAbfc    #/ 
■,2 HUT    tUlT(UX)       ( X12 ) ,M :>,3) )    5*1 Hi 
13   i\itwf-UX: hUX=SlM2*3.14-lbS26   *  X);      /*  CALULATt   FI X )   */ 
ii^    /*   PKINT X   ANU   MX )    */ 
HUT    tOlT<X,tUX)    (XI 13) ,1-16,3) »X (V ),M 16,6) )    SKIP! 
.? lh     X> = ^     iHfcN    Oil    III    INbWUXJ            /*    UIJ    btl    NtW    UfcLfA    X    */ 
,- x=x+ux;        /"   AUU  MbLTA   x    In   x   */ 
,g L.IJ    Til    HbWMlX;           /*    l.U    hVttLUAlt    NfcW    Hx)    */ 
,»    tiMU   FCNI 
20 VUATA 
21 i.o         .b .2 b         .1         .Ob        0 
C.   The output from the above program is show below: 
UtLI A   x 
1.000 
0. bOO 
i). Z10 
2 .000 
1 .oou 
0 .000 
1 .uuu 
2 .000 
2 .000 
1 .500 
1 .oou 
U .30U 
U .000 
U .bou 
1 .000 
1 • sou 
2 .oou 
2 . ouu 
1 . 7 bu 
1 .poo 
1 ,2bO 
1 .000 
u . 7bu 
MX) 
0.000000 
0. uOm 100 
0.000000 
-O.OOOOOO 
-o.ooooou 
o.ooooou 
-i). ouuuuu 
o.ooooou 
-0.oooouu 
0.000000 
i;. ouooou 
-0.000000 
0.oooooo 
-o.ooooou 
o.ooooou 
o.yyyy^y 
-0.000000 
-o.v9wyy 
0.000000 
o.syvvvvy 
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o.loo 
-0.3OO 
-0.230 
0.000 
0.2 30 
U. 3UU 
0 . / su 
l.UOO 
1.230 
i.&oo 
1.7t>0 
2.000 
-2.UUU 
-1.900 
-1.000 
-1.700 
-l.OUU 
-1.50U 
-1.400 
-1.299 
-1.199 
-l.uvs 
-0.999 
-o.o9v 
-0.799 
-0.099 
-0.399 
-0.t99 
-0.399 
-0.299 
-U.199 
-0.099 
O.UOO 
0.100 
0.200 
0.30O 
0.400 
0.300 
O.bOO 
0.700 
0.000 
o.voo 
1.000 
1.100 
1.200 
1 .iOU 
l.tOO 
1 .300 
1 .600 
1 .700 
1.799 
1 .09V 
1.999 
2.049 
-U.OOOOOO 
-0.94V99S. 
O.OUOOOU 
o.s<vyvs>v 
0.000000 
-0.444494 
-O.OUOOOU 
0.444444 
0.000000 
-0.999999 
-U.OOOOOO 
0.000000 
0 . 3 t) I "I 0 5 
0.95103b 
0.951056 
0.3d / f H5 
-U.OOOOOO 
-0.5H77B5 
-0.95103b 
-0.951056 
-0.3(1/ Ch3 
U.OOOOOO 
0.31/ 'n'' 
0.93103b 
0.93l03b 
U.5877B5 
-0.000000 
-0.36//03 
-0.95)1036 
-0.951056 
-0.367/03 
0.000000 
0.5877B5 
0.93 1036 
0.951O56 
0.30//03 
U.OOOOOO 
-0.587785 
-0.951056 
-0.931036 
-0.307/03 
-0.000000 
0.587785 
0.431036 
(I.93103b 
0.387/63 
0.UOUUOO 
-0.3 0770 3 
-O.931036 
-0.951036 
-o.3o/ r«3 
-0.000000 
0.307'03 
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P(D 
0.050 
0.100 
0.130 
O.^UU 
0.^30 
0.330 
0.400 
0.450 
0.3 00 
0.33O 
O.bOO 
O.bDO 
0.700 
0.7 DO 
0.000 
O.o DO 
0.900 
0.930 
1 .000 
1.030 
l .luo 
l.l bo 
1 .200 
l.^DU 
1.300 
1.330 
1 .399 
1.449 
1 .499 
1.34V 
1 .399 
1.049 
1.699 
1.749 
1.799 
1.04V 
1.899 
1.949 
1 .999 
2.049 
0.30901b 
0.387783 
0.809010 
0.931030 
u.y9«*<J99 
. ■  i I   if" 
U.8090 1 / 
0.387 7 83 
0.309017 
O.OOOUOd 
-0.309016 
-0.307783 
-0.8090 1b 
-0.93103b 
-0.999999 
-0.93l03b 
-0.8 090 17 
-0.30/ ^83 
-0.3090 17 
-0.000000 
0.309O1O 
0.3 87 7 83 
0.B09O1O 
0.93103ft 
O. 999999 
0.9D103O 
0 . 8 09 017 
0.5877MS 
U.309017 
o.oooooo 
-0.30901b 
-0.307783 
-0.80901b 
-0.931056 
-0.999999 
-0.93103O 
-0.809017 
-0.5877Mb 
-0.309017 
-0.oouooo 
o.3090lb 
0.030 
•2.000 
-1.930 
■1.9 00 
-1.030 
•1.800 
-1.730 
•1.700 
-1.030 
o.oooooo 
0.309017 
0.5M7 t"'> 
0.8090] I 
0.VS1O3O 
().999999 
0.951056 
O.B090lo 
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-1 .t>UU 
-1 . :>50 
-1 .500 
-1.4*0 
-l.too 
-1.350 
-1 .299 
-1 ,4**4 
-1 .ivy 
-1.149 
-l .uvv 
-1.049 
-o.yyy 
-o.v^y 
-o.ow 
-0.049 
-o.vyy 
-o. 7<tV 
-u.oyy 
-O.DW 
-0.54V 
-o.tyy 
-o.t^y 
-0.5VV 
-0.349 
-0.299 
-0.249 
-o.ivy 
-o.ity 
-u.uvy 
-0.049 
o.ooo 
0.507 7 05 
0 • 3 09 016 
-0.oooooo 
-o.soyoiv 
-0.507 705 
-0.809017 
-o.yj>ios>6 
-o.vyvvyy 
-0.95105b 
-O.OOVOlh 
-0.5H7 7O5 
-O.iOVOlb 
O.OOOOUO 
o. 3 oy o I / 
0 . 5 0 7 7 O 5 
0.809017 
0.V51056 
o.yyyyvv 
0.yalU5b 
0.009Olo 
0 . i UV 0 1 O 
-0.oooooo 
-0.30V017 
- U.5 O II n5 
-0.0 09 0 1 / 
■0.95105C 
-o.yyyyyy 
-0.951056 
-o.ooyoib 
-O.5o7705 
-0.30V0lb 
U.OOOOOO 
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D.    Explanation of the program in Example 2: 
Card 1 is the job card. 
Card 2 is the procedure card. 
Cards 3-5 are the declare statement as in Example 1. 
Card 6 is a comment. 
Card 7 is a PUT statement which is the main heading.    Observe the spacing 
between the three columns. 
Card 8 is labeled NEWDX.    It represents position "A"  in the flowchart. 
This is a GET statement, instructing the computer to get a value for DX 
from the data deck. 
Card 9 is  the termination check.    When the value DX=0 is read,  the program 
transfers  to Card 19 and stops. 
Card 10 initializes the value of X to -2. 
Card 11 is a comment referring to card 12. 
Card 12 is a PUT EDIT statement.    It instructs the computer to first 
SKIP a new line,  skip 2 spaces,  then print the value of DX using the 
fixed decimal format. 
Card 13 is labeled NEWFOX.    It represents position "B" in the flowchart. 
The function is evaluated for the given X. 
Card 1U is a comment referring to card 15• 
Card 15 is a PUT EDIT statement.    It instructs the computer to first 
skip a new line; skip 13 spaces (to align under the X column); print the 
value of X using F(6,3) format;  skip 9 spaces; print the value of FOX 
using F(l6,6) format. 
Card 16 is a decision statement.     If the value for X has exceeded 2, 
the tables are complete and the program loops to NEWDX to get a new 
value for DX.    If X is less than 2,  a new value for X is obtained in 
card 17. 
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Card 17 is the new value of X obtained by adding DX to the old value. 
Card 1(3 is a transfer statement, looping back to card 13. 
Card 21 is the data card,  containing possible values for DX.    Observe 
the final value for DX is 0 which is used to terminate the program. 
Observe the output from the program and plot the graphs for each value of 
DX.    When DX ■ 1.0 and 0.5 the graph is a straight line.    When DX = 0.25 
the graph appears to be a sawtooth.    When DX = 0.1 the graph is becoming 
more realistic.    Only when DX ■ 0.05 does a more accurate picture of the 
graph appear. 
5.    STUDENT EXERCISES: 
a. Write a program which will print a set of tables for thes basic 
functions:   x 
x-> 
l/x 
[x] 
sin x 
exp x 
In x 
Arrange the output into ten columns, select your interval, and 
indicate what values for DX. For each function, determine the 
domain,  range,  and sketch the graph. 
b. For any of the functions below,  write a program which will print a 
set of values.    Answer the following questions: 
1. What is the domain of the function? 
2. What is the range of the function? 
3. Where is the function undefined? 
U. Where is the function positive. 
5. Where is the function negative? 
6. Where does the function have zeros. 
7. Where is the function increasing? 
8. Where is the function decreasing? 
- 
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f(x)  = x3-x2-8x+12 
g(x)  =y/2$-xc 
h(x)  • l/|x-3| 
/    x 3      2 k(x) = x-'-x 
p(x)  =  (x2-x-6)/(x-3) 
q(x)  -   |x|  -  [x] 
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Lesson 16    Limits of Functions:    Estimating Limits 
1. PURPOSE:    One of the most important concepts in calculus is the limit of 
a function.    Frequently,  one must determine if a given function has a limit, 
and if so,  find its value.    The computer can NOT be used to PROVE that a 
function has a limit and it can NOT determine the value of a limit if it 
exists, but it can be used to help make a "guess" as to the value of a limit. 
The purpose of this lesson is to show how the computer may be used to approx- 
imate values of limits or to estimate whether limits exist or not. 
2. THEORY: The meaning of the symbol "lim f(x) « L1' is carefully defined 
in your calculus text. It will also be discussed more fully in lesson 17. 
At this point,   only an intuitive discussion of limits will be presented. 
When one writes "lim f(x) = ?",   one is actually asking a very simple 
question:    What happens to the function when the value of x approaches the 
value "a"?   One is not really interested in the value of the function at the 
value x=a, since f(a) may not exist.    How does the function behave for values 
slightly larger than a and for values slightly smaller than a? 
For example,  suppose one is interested in determining: 
lira  (sin x)/x =  ? 
Clearly,  this function is undefined at x=0 since this would require division 
by zero.    But what is the behavior of the function for values VERY NEAR zero? 
Does the function fluctuate radically?    Does it tend toward positive or nega- 
tive infinity? Does it approach a particular finite value?    Does it behave the 
same way when x is slightly POSITIVE as when x is slightly NEGATIVE?    One way 
to determine the behavior of this function is to print a table of values for 
"x" and for "(sin x)/x"  then directly observe the results.    Care must be taken 
in two respects: 
1.   The variable x must be exceedingly close to zero, but not actually 
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equal zero.    If the difference between x and 0 is too small,  the 
computer may exhibit round-off errors. 
2.    The variable x must be close to zero from both the positive side 
AND the negative side.    That is, it must approach zero from above 
and below.    Approaching 0 from only the positive side or only the 
negative side does not provide enough information to suggest if the 
limit exists. 
The limit of a function may only be evaluated at one point at a time.    Thus, 
lim f(x)  " ? and ljm f(x) =   ? are two very different questions.     How the 
function    behaves near the point x=a may be very different than how it behaves 
near the point x=b.    In fact,   the limit may not exist at one point and exist 
at the other. 
How does one use the computer to evaluate the function for values of x 
near a point?    Let us use the example where f (x) ■   (sin x)/x at the point 
X ■ 0.    First one must examine values of x which approach the value of zero 
from the positive side.    That is,  one may select these values for xs    0+1/2 , 
O+l/l, 0+1/8, 0+1/16,   ..., 0+l/2n.    These values are all positive and get 
progressively closer to zero.     In this case, we say "that x is approaching 
0 from above."    Second,  one must examine values of x which approach the 
value of zero from the negative side.    That is,   one may select these values 
for x:    0-1/2,  O-l/l*,  0-1/8,  0-l/l6,   ...,  0-l/2n.    These values are all neg- 
ative and get progressively closer to zero.    In this case, we say    that x is 
approaching 0 from below" . 
Therefore, when given a function,  f(x), and some point x=a, and asked to 
determine the limit of f(x) as x approaches a,  if this limit exists, one 
must observe the behavior of f(x) as x approaches a from ABOVE, and also, 
' 
. 
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the behavior of f (x) as x approaches a from BELOW. 
Usually,  the limit of f (x) as x approaches a from above is symbolized by: 
lira f(x)        and the limit of f(x) as x approaches a from below is symbolized 
x-*a+ 
by:        lim f(x)      but for the sake of simplicity,  IN THIS MANUAL ONLY,  let 
x-*a~ 
us use the symbols L    and L" respectively. 
By using the computer, one can see if L+ exists by printing a table of 
values for 'x    and for "f(x)    where x approaches a from above.    There are 
+ 
three possibilities for L  : 
1. L    may approach a fixed value (finite),, 
2. L   may fluctuate so radically that it does not converge to any 
particluar value. 
3. L    may become exceedingly large and tend toward positive or negative 
infinity. 
For case 1,  we say that L    exists and has the value which it approaches, but 
for case 2 and case 3, we say that L    does not exist. 
The same three possibilities also hold for L". 
t 
NOTE THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLISM:    Let f(x)  and a point x=a be given. 
Let F - f(a) 
Let L    = limit of f(x) as x approaches a from above. 
Let L" = limit of f(x) as x approaches a from below. 
Let L  = limit of f(x) as x approaches a. 
NOTE THE FOLLOWING RULES FOR LIMITS: 
1. If L* or L" fails  to exist,   the L does not exist. 
2. If L+andL" both exist, but L+ / L~, then L does not exist. 
3. If L+ and L" both exist and are equal,  then L exists, and has the 
same value as L    and L . 
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k. If f(x) is undefined for some interval (b,a), then if does not exist 
and simlarly L+ does not exist if f (x) is undefined for some inter- 
val (a,c). 
3.   EXAMPLE 1:    Write a program which will help you guess if the limit of 
the function exists or not, and if so,  approximate its value.    Let 
f(x) ■ x3/2 ♦ xh/5 and let a = 3.    First determine if L+ exists, second, 
determine if L    exists,  then make a conclusion about L. 
A.    One possible flowchart for this problem is shown on the next page: 
Lesson l6 (cont) 
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[      READ A,       1 
V   NOT,   DX   J 
\wBtm   ) 
C  PRINT STD^ 
V HEADING     J 
1=1 
X = A+(I0C*»I)*(-1)«*BXPN 
CALL F(X,FOX) 
I 
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B.    A possible PL/C program based on the flowchart is shown below: 
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10 
hi 
12   r 
• //tXAnrtcl   rib   tCS»WNCG.ivlA600237fLESSON16 »OPT»NObOUNUARY 
2   LINCT: HROCbuORE   OPTIONS (MAIN); 
ubCLAKblA, /*   POINT   APPRUACHEU 
DXt /*   CONST«Nl   RAiSeU   TU   PUHtrtS 
X, /*   PtllrtT   APPROACH]    b 
F0X)FL0AT(16),/*   FIX) 
( 1 , /■■-   COONTER 
EXPN, /*   EXPONENT   FliK   APPROACHING  Fh 
ArtilVE   UK   BELOli 
NuT )FIXEi>; /*   i-'Ui'iiitK   (PI-   TfcKi'iS   APPRUACHIIII 
L<i-CLAKt   F   ENTRY(FL0AT(16)»FLOAT(16)); 
PROCEUORE<X»FOX); 
13 /* DEFINITION OF FOMCTION */ 
111 ubCLAREIX,FOX) FL0AT(16); 
15 F0X*(X**(3/2))+X**(4/5);   /* CALCULATt FIX) */ 
15 ci'Ju I-; 
17 rttG: OFT   LIST! A,rOT,uX) ;        /*   RfcAO   IwPUl   */ 
13 ih   HUT   =   U   THEN   STOP! /*    l"EST   FOR   TtRi-:l NAl'IUN   -/ 
19 /« PKINT HbADING   •/ 
20 POT   EDIT('ESTIMATING   THE   LIrtll   AS  X   APPROACHES   '.A,1 
a ,'   FONCTION   F(X)»(X*#(3/2)) + IX*#<4/5)) •) 
22 (A,F( 10,5 )f A*SKIP,A)    PAGE! 
23 bXPN>U /*   SE'I    EXPOwtNT    FHK   BfcLOh        */ 
%, I* PRINT   ' bELOfo'   MESSAGfc     #/ 
2J HOT   LIST('APPROACHING   FROM   bELOW)    SKIPI2M 
26 /*  PkINT   STANOARU   HEADING   */ 
27 START: HOT   EUITI'    I A +(    uX **   1) = 
28 i F (X) ' ) 
29 IA»A)   SKIP(2)S 
JO i = l;        /»   INITIALIZE   I   */ 
31 KEDO: X»A+(OX**I)*(-D**EXPNI      /*   LALCOLAlb   NtH   POINI   */ 
32 CALL   F(XtFOX>;      /* CALCULATE   FIX)     */ 
33 /* PKINT   KbSOLTS   */ .   v   ,    vi 
3it                       HOT   EUIT( I»At • + ( ' tOX,'**'»I»''■      iX.hUXj 
35 ( F (2 ), XI 3) ,F ( y ,5) t M,F(9 ,3 ) t A,P ( £) , A, H 13, V 
36 F( 13,9))   SKIP! 
3? IF    I-NOT   THEN   DOS         /*   HAVE   rib   KEAChtu   NEAR   A  */ 
36 IF   bXPi-i = 2    rHEN   GO   TO   BEb!         /*   GO   btl 
39 EXPN*2;   /*   SET   EXPONENT   i-uR   ABUVt   */ 
k) HOT   LISTl'APPROACHING   FRUH   ABUVt')    Sl\ 
ft GO    ID   START;    /*   RSTUkrt   FUR   ABOVE   b/HA 
Ii2 END; 
(3 1=1 + 1;  /* INCREMENT CUUNTtR */ 
\ 00 TO REDO;  /* RETURN FOR NEW HUH-IS */ 
-5 END LIMIT; 
fc'IMTA ,. 
W, ™ « 3 20 
if   J 
Oil 
v/ 
*/ 
Hi IK       I   !M    ' 
(,XI  3) 
ll.'vIA    */ 
1.1-( -•>) ; 
*/ 
20 • t> 
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C.   The output from the above program is shown belows 
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ESTIMATING   THfc   LIMIT    AS   X   AHPRUACHSS 
FUNCTION   FtX>»<X**C3/2>> + {X**14/5>) 
3.00UUU   t-UK    I'M!: 
uPPRUACHUMG   FRUH   bcLuvl 
I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IB 
L9 
20 
A + 1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+( 
3.0UU00+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00UOO+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+( 
3.00U00+( 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
3.00000+1 
ux **   N = 
0.30000** 1 ) = 
0.50000** 2)= 
0.30000** 3)= 
0.50000** 4) = 
0.50000** ~>) = 
0.30000** 6) = 
0.30000** 7)= 
0.30000='* H) = 
0.30000** 9)= 
0.50000**10)= 
0.50000**11)= 
U.300oo**12)= 
0.30000**13)= 
0.50000**14)= 
0.50000**15)= 
0.50000**16)- 
0.30000**17)= 
0.50000**18)= 
0.30000**19)= 
U.3000O**20)= 
2.5oOoOOOOO 
t .7500000U0 
2.675000000 
2.937300OUO 
2.9OB7300U 1 
2.984373000 
2.992187500 
2.99609 3750 
2.998046875 
X ,9*9i>23437 
2 ,99931 IT 1 
2.999 /■■■<' ■> • 
2.99So779 2V 
2 ,S(9993tt9o4 
2.999969482 
2 ,9999*474 1 
2,99y99 2310 
X ,999996183 
2.99999809 2 
2 .999999 046 
I-! X) 
6.034230093 
6.806&30800 
7.202410022 
7,402<>24'>30 
/. ■,,, ■,.-.,->■■■•■:.■ 
I. •.-.'-. (9 •-•:•' ': 
7.579074415 
7. 39 1/2 271 2 
7. 5901)49 201 
7.60 L21 2Vcii 
7.61)2/V49    1 
/ . HI u'31  "' '3 
7.6U39H1P7U 
7,6041 79 338 
7.6u427d222 
7, hut32 1 ■•'•" 
7. 60':332 -    ' 
7,6U4.->o4 Ci'l 
7,6043 70927 
7,0043 74017 
APPkimCHIwG  FRUM   Abuvif 
I A     +1 
1 3.00000+1 
2 3.00000+1 
3 3.00000+1 
4 3.00000+1 
3 3 .OOOUO+l 
6 3.00000+1 
7 3.00000+( 
8 3.00000+1 
9 3.00000+1 
10 3.00000+1 
11 3.00000+1 
12 3.00000+1 
13 3.00000+1 
14 3.00000+1 
13 3.00000+( 
16 3.00000+1 
17 3.00000+1 
18 3.00000+1 
19 3.00000+1 
20 3.00000+1 
ux **  i)= 
0.30000** D = 
0.50000** 2)= 
0.50000** :•■) = 
0.50000** 4)= 
0,50000** 5) = 
O.30000** 6)= 
0.30000** 7)= 
0.50000**   <'*> = 
0,50000** y>= 
0.30000**10)= 
0.30000**1 1) = 
0.30000**12)= 
0.30000**13)= 
0.50000**14)" 
0.30000**13)= 
0.90000**16)= 
0.30000**17)= 
0.50000**18)* 
0.30000**19)= 
0.50000**20)= 
3,500000000 
3,250000000 
3.1230 1U000 
3,062500o<'0 
3.03123OOUU 
3.0156250UO 
3.007dl/: 
3.0039 0623 0 
3.001933125 
3,00U9765o2 
3,00U4o8 2b1 
3,000244140 
3,000122070 
3.000061033 
3.0OU03O3i I 
3,00OUl323t 
3,oooou7o/V 
3,0000031 14 
3.0OOO019O7 
3,000000953 
1 1 /.) 
y.272197 322 
I ,42o49 i373 
,:,D] '•."■ '-•''■ ' 
7 . y, D7 o on £'- 
7,7()3 2 3776 
7.6330339 1 3 
7,629 70 3616 
7.6170373 i 
7.610'i ' ' 
7.OD754] 6] ■ 
7 , OU393V 3 ] I 
7.6U516 2< I 
7,604772o51 
7 ,o04574<}79 
7, o0t4l39V3 
■, . (-.'!•:.•- '   :- 
7,6044( I ■ - - 
7,6043 19 466 
1 . r- »43< 3288 
7 ,604301 ■ I1"' 
I*60aB 16 (oenfe) 
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ESTIMATING   THE   LIMIT   AS   X   APPKliACHES 
FUNCTION   F(X>■■{***<3/2) )+<X**<4/5)) 
APPROACHING   FRUM   BELUW 
2.00000 EUR THE 
I A             +( UX                 *
: I ) = X 
1 2.00000+( 0.50000** 1) = 1 .-500000000 
2 2.00U00+( 0* 50000** 2) = 1.7 50000000 
3 2,00000+< 0.30000*= 3) = 1.875000000 
4 2.00000+( u. 50000*' 4) = 1.937500000 
5 2.00000+( U. 5U00U*' 5) = 1.968750000 
6 2.00000+) (i .50000*' 6) = 1.964375OO0 
7 2.0000U+C 0.50000*-   7)= 1.99218750U 
6 2.00000+( 0.50000*' 8) = 1.99 609 3750 
9 2.00U00+( 0 . 50000*' 9) = 1.998046873 
10 2.00000+( u. 50000*= 10) = 1.999U234J7 
11 2. 00000+( 0.50000**11)= 1.999511718 
12 2.00000+( 0.50000*' 12) = 1.999755859 
13 2.00000+( 0.50000*' 13) = 1.99907792V 
14 2.00000+( 0.50000*' = 14) = 1.999938964 
15 2.00000+( 0.50000*' 15) = 1.999969482 
16 2.(>0000+( 0.50000*' 16) = 1.9999B4741 
17 2.00OO0+( 0.50000*1 ) 7) = 1.999992370 
18 2.00000+1 0 .50000*' 18) = 1.99 99961H3 
19 2.00000+( 0.50000**19)= 1.999998 09 2 
20 2.00000+( 0*50000**20)" 1.999999046 
3.2202 7V174 
3.879730078 
4.2209 37374 
4. 39432) 7(iH 
4.48169 ■ 634 
4.523537oa2 
4.547523561 
4.55b524888 
4.564023691 
4.56677olo\ 
4.5oo 152' ■ 
4.56OB4O335 
4.569 lb4289 
4.569356269 
4.569 442260 
4.569 4ri52 55 
4.56v 5UC753 
4. 56V 31/ 3<>2 
4.569 5228 lb 
4. 5 69 523564 
APPKUACHII'b   ER(Jl-i   /vrtilVE 
I A            +( UX                **   I ) 
1 2.00uOO+( 0.50000*"   1) 
2 2.00000+1 0.30000**   2) 
3 2.00000+1 0.50000**   3) 
4 2.00UOO+I 0.50000**   4) 
3 2.00000+1 0.50000**   5) 
6 2.00000+( 0.50000**   6) 
7 2.00000+1 U.50000**   7) 
ti 2 .00000+{ 0.50000**   8) 
0 2.00000+( 0.50000** 9) 
10 2 .00000+< 0.50000**10) 
li 2.ii()O0()+{ O.t>0000**ll ) 
12 2.00000+( 0.50000**12) 
13 2.00000+( U.3UO00**13) 
It 2.00000+( U.50000**14) 
is 2.00O00+I 0.&0000**15) 
16 2.00O00+I 0.30000**16) 
17 2.00000+1 0.500uO**l7) 
la 2.00000+( 0.5UooO**18) 
19 2.00000+J 0,50000**19) 
20 2.0()OO0+( 0,50000**20) 
2.500000000 
2 ,250000000 
2.123000000 
2.06250OOOU 
2.031250000 
2.015623000 
2.()07o 123 00 
2.0039 06 2 3!! 
2.001953125 
2.U00976562 
2.00048828i 
2.000244140 
2.000122070 
2,000061035 
2.00UO3051I 
1,000015230 
t.000OU7o29 
2,000003814 
2,000001907 
2.000U009 3 3 
6.03t23O09a 
5.28813675U 
4.92 :> 3 1 " 3 3 
4.74o354'*l / 
4.6578'// 760 
4.613611942 
4.39 13 3O0 39 
4.580338643 
4.57303256H 
4. »722«" L90 
'i . 5709ot 1 no 
4.57U216194 
4.569072219 
4. 30V 7' HI/' 34 
4,569 614242 
4.369 3/1 24 . 
4.3 6V :>"'' '>" 
4.36v 539000 
4.369 333623 
4. 369 530938 
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Q    Below is a partial explanation for the above program: 
Card 11 declares a subroutine called "F", with two variables, both with 
16 places and floating decimal point. 
Cards 12-16 are the subroutine " Ir . 
Cards 23 and 31 can best be understood by examining what is needed. 
From Above 
X = 3 ♦ (1/2) 
(1/2 y 
1 
From Below 
X = 3  -   (1/2) 
X -  3 -   (1/2V 
1 
X ■ 3 
X . 3  ♦  (1/2)3 X - 3 - (1/2)-5 
The values of X have a general form:    X  - A  ♦ (m**I)*(-l)**Bn».    Where 
A = 3 in this case,  DX = l/2, I is the exponent for l/2,  and -l^EXPN 
gives the   ♦ or -  sign for either ABOVE or BELOW.     Hence,  in card 23,  EXPN 
is set to 1, to produce the negative signs for the approach from below. 
Card 30 initializes I,  the exponent for l/2 to I = 1. 
Card 31 calculates the values for X. 
Cards  37 - U2 contain a DO group.    If I=NOT  (number of terms,  20 in this 
case),  then the DO group is executed, which then checks  to see if the 
approach was from below or above   (EXPN - 1 or 2).     If EXPN = 1,   then it 
proceeds  to evaluate the limit from above.     If EXPN - 2,  then it returns 
to the label BEG to get new data. 
*     „f.i«t««    A=3    N0T=20,  DX=.5 and A=2,   N0T=20, 
Card U7    contains two sets of data.    A i,  «ui c , 
K-.5.     Thus the limit is evaluated at two places. 
Examine the output from the example.    In order to determine if,   twenty 
K    •  .-in. with 2 5000000000 and finally, 2.9999990U6, 
values for X were used,  beginning with ^ouuuwu 
so that clearly the values of X are approaching 3 fron below.    In the fix) 
«_  the values begin to "converge"   toward 7.6*3.    «- ™ "*" ■— 
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that L" does indeed exist, and that its value is approximately If- 7.60U3- 
In the second part where X is approaching 3 from above, twenty values 
for X were used, beginning with 3.5OOOOOOOO0 and finally,  3.000000935.    In 
the f(x) column,  the values again begin to "converge" toward 7.60U3.    Thus 
one would guess that L    exists and has a value of approximately L    = 7.6oli3. 
Since both L    and L" exist (by approximation) and have the same (again 
D7 approximation) value,  then one would conclude that 
kU x3/2 + ^U/5 . 7.60U3    (approximately) 
In this case,  f(3) does exist,  and equals approximately 7«6oU3« 
It,   For the following examples, the flowcharts and programs are essentially 
the same as in Example 1. 
In each example,  examine the output and answer these questions; 
i.    Does L" exist,  and if so, what is its value? 
ii.    Does L+ exist, and if so, what is its value? 
iii.    Does if = if? 
iv.    Does L exist,  and if so, what is its value? 
5.   EXAMPLE 2:    Estimate ^g [[sin x]]    where a =  " and n/2 
ESTIMATING   THE   LIrtIT   AS   X  APPROACHES 
FUNC1 ion   HX)=.VftP(SlNU)      ) 
3.i4ii>y  HJR  THE 
APPRUACHING   FRU11   nhLUii 
I A           +( UA I) 
1 3.14159+1 0.50000** 1) 
2 3.14159+1 0.50000** 2 ) 
3 3.14159+1 0.50000** 3) 
4 3.14159+1 0.50000** 4) 
5 3.14159+< 0.5U000** 5) 
0 3.14139+( u»3U00u** 6) 
7 3.14159+1 0.50000** 7) 
6 3.14139+1 o.&oooo** 8) 
V 3.14159+1 o.soooo** 9) 
X 
2.641592600 
2.09 l59 2t>0u 
3. 016 59 2o Ui/ 
3.07909 2600 
3.11034260U 
3.125967600 
3.1337B0100 
3.1376W6350 
3.139639473 
,-( x) 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
(), 0 UOOOU 0 00 
0. 000OOOIM >0 
|). I MK/i Ii 101)00 
0,000000000 
0.000000000 
0,uoooooooo 
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1" 3.14159+< 
11 3.14159+1 
12 3.14159+1 
13 3.14159+1 
14 3.14159+1 
15 3.14159+1 
16 3.14159+1 
17 3.14159+t 
18 3.14159+1 
19 3.14159+1 
20 3.14159+( 
0.50000**10)i 
0.50000**11) 
0.90000**12 )! 
0.50000**13): 
0.50000**14): 
0.50000**15) 
0.30000**16 ): 
0.50000**17) 
0.50000**18) 
0.50000**19) 
0.50000**20): 
3.140ol6037 
3.141104318 
3. l<fl34b4l>V 
3.141470529 
3.141531564 
3.1415620B2 
3.141577341 
3.141584970 
3.1415887H3 
3 .1415*069 2 
3.14139 16'ho 
0.000001 OlHi 
0.000000000 
o.ooooooooo 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
0. 00001)0000 
0.ooooooooo 
O.OOOOOOOOO 
0.000000000 
0.000000000 
APPROACHING   PRUh   AbUVt 
I A            +( OX                **   I) 
l 3.14159+i 0.50000**   1) 
2 3.14159+1 0.50000**  2) 
3 3.14159+1 0.50000**   3) 
4 3.14159+1 0.50000**   4) 
3 3.14159+1 0.50000**   5) 
6 3.14159+1 0.50000**    6) 
7 3.14159+1 0*50000**  7) 
8 3.14159+1 0.50000**   B) 
H 3.14159+1 0.50000**  9) 
10 3.14159+1 0.50000**1(0 
11 3.14159+1 o.5000o**ii) 
12 3.14159+1 0.50000**12) 
13 3.14159+1 0.50000**13) 
14 3.14159+1 0.30000**14) 
13 3.14159+1 0.50000**15) 
lo 3.14159+1 0.50000**16) 
17 3.14159+1 0.50000**17) 
18 3.14159+1 0.50000**1") 
19 3.14159+( 0,50000**19) 
20 3.14159+1 0.50000**20) 
3.641592600 
3.3S* 1592600 
3 .266py 2600 
3.2040926OH 
3.1?2d42600 
3.157217600 
3.149405100 
3.145'i9l>b50 
3.143345725 
i. 142569 ift^ 
3. I420«0bbl 
3.141B36740 
3.141714670 
3.141653635 
3.141o23ll7 
3. 1416071 3 
3. 141oiM22V 
3.141596414 
3.141394307 
3.141593553 
I-1 X) 
."000000000 
.000000000 
.OOUOOOOOO 
,ooouooono 
,000000000 
.ooooooooo 
.ooooooouo 
,000000000 
. OOOOOO* II10 
, iinooii i.'i'i o 
, llOOOOl '■ I' ;li 
.uoooooooo 
. oOUOl 10000 
.ooooooooo 
. OOOUOI H IOO 
. OUOOOOMIIO 
,0000  
.uoooooooo 
, O'OUOOOOUO 
,OOOOOOOOO 
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ESTIMATING   THE   LIllIT   Mi   A   APPROACHES 
EunCTIoN   HX)=   SURT((X**€)   -1) 
-1.00000   htlR    THb 
HPF <OACHlNG   FKUi» 
1 A           +( 
1 -i.ooooo+< 
2 •1.0OOOO+I 
3 -i«ooooo+i 
4 •1,00000+i 
5 -1.00000+1 
0 -1.00000+1 
7 -i.ooooo+( 
0 -1.00000+( 
9 -1.00000+1 
10 -l.oOoOO+l 
11 -1.00000+( 
12 -i.00000+( 
13 -1.00000+( 
14 -1.00000+( 
15 -1.00o00+( 
16 -1.00000+( 
17 -l.()0000+( 
It; -1.00000+( 
IV -1.00000+1 
20 -1.00000+1 
DfcLiJii 
(jX **     I) 
0.30000** 1) i 
0.50000** 2) 
0.50000** 3); 
0.50000** 4)' 
0.50000** S)= 
0.50000** 6): 
0.50000** '/)•- 
0.50000** 8)s 
o.boooo** y)= 
0.50000**10)= 
0.50000**11)= 
0.50000**12)= 
0.30000**13)= 
0.30000**14)= 
0.50000**15)= 
0.50000**16)= 
0.5OUO0**17)= 
0.50000**18)= 
0.50000**19)= 
0.50000**20)= 
X 
-l.booooouoo 
-i .250000000 
-1.125000000 
-1.0623000O0 
-1.031250000 
-1.015625000 
-1.007812500 
-1.003906250 
-1.001953123 
-I.O00y765b2 
-L.0004rtri2tfl 
- I. .000244140 
-1.000122070 
-I.000cj610.o3 
-1.000030517 
-1. 0000 15^! 
- I. 00000Tb/I 
- I ,000003(  14 
-1.000001907 
-1.0000009 33 
1-1   r) 
l.lloOa. d 
0.73"')' i   . • •, i 
0.3133     2u3 
(). 339 '.'.-■ .< i '<■' 
0.2 51V4:> '■>'! 
0. 17 ('i 
0.12324ayo2 
0.08 -.<•■ !>:■■,// 
0.062 3ai   - ' 
0.041 
0.03.1. '_:>.■>  ■ I " 
O.o22t)vl ■■ ■■ • 
0.013623476 
O.OliOi M/ 
0.00 (Hi 235V 
0. Oi oy/.'t'A 2 
ii . ' ■" ■   ■ ••-■>/ 
I).:'   y I   ■ . '   , 
0 . 00 l. ■•:> ■ 125 
0. 0015    ) 0t>8 
APP-,LIACi-iI"U,    FKUi'l   AbUVfc 
I A +( 
******   IN  STMT 
DA **     I)= 
6      ERKOR      EXBU 
X H X) 
IHE   AKGUi-iENT    IS   NEGnTIVt   1  '    '). 
-1.00000+1 0.30O00**    1)=      -0.5000000OO O.Sbn    2D4(>3 
••-■;;';    1;    STMT 6      tKKUR     EX6U         THE   AKOOnbivil IS   ''!-b<ii"      I          ). 
-1.00000+1 0.50000**   ?-)-      -O.75000OOOO 0.661^57o27 
***    IN  STMT O      EKi-'UR      EXbU         THE   ARGUMENT IS   NEGATIVE:    1:       ). 
-1 .00000+1 
******   IN   STMT 
U.50000**   3)=      -O.M75000I  0.4*     ' 
6      tKKUR     EXc !" THE       .'       r<" I    i S   '"':' ■■■'■ ' ' • "   ' 
3 
V-y.., 
-1.00o00+(      o.&uOOO**   ->)=     -o.vt>a73'iiii' u. /<>.,<■ ■•• ) ■• • 
**    11-1   STnl bKKUR      EXdl I MS    AKt»U    r   ■ I     1 '■>    Nrt'« I !  '"'    • 
). 
-1.00000+1      0.501)00**   4)=     -0.937300000 ().3*7V.  3272 
***    IN   STMT t>      bKKUK      EXHU IHE   AKGUitbN1!    IS   NEbAl'l V      ( ). 
). 
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b -1.00000+( 
*#**#*   11\)   STMT 
7 -i.uuuOO+( 
#*****    Ii>j   STliT 
a        -i.ooooo+< 
v»**w*   ],,(   STMT 
V -l.OUO00+( 
:,: =;: ^: * s?:.-      I |»J     STMT 
0.50000** 6)= 
6      bKkUK hX8l) 
0.50000** V) = 
6      tKKUK FXoO 
0.50000** !•) = 
6     bKKuK EX8D 
0.50000** 9) = 
o     ti-cRUK '-;;   D 
-0.984375000 
THE   AKGUMEi' I 
-0.9921«73OO 
I Ht   AKOUhti   I 
-0.99609 3750 
THE   ARGOMEl i 
-0,998046673 
THE   AKGl InEi   i 
0.1760e4«07 
IS    NEGATI Vt    ( •       .  ) . 
II. j / ■: I ■ ■ 'jb/>[ ■ 
1 S   NEGA I I •.■■■■   ( ). 
O.OHHjjuly Mb 
IS  UtO/- i'i '/t   ( (    - ) . 
0. tin/.-. •iVi-Yf 
IS    JEG/'TI »/I-   ( ,        ). 
10 -1.00000+1 
******   Iiv)   STMT 
ii       -l.00000+( 
******    IN   STMT 
12 -1.00000+1 
******    IN   STMT 
13 -1.00U00+) 
******    Ii>|   STMT 
14 -1.00000+1 
****#*<   IN   STMT 
0.50000**10)= 
6     ERROR     EXbD 
0.50000**11)= 
6     ERROR     HXel) 
0.50000**12)= 
6     ERROR     EX  D 
0.50000**1 3 ) = 
O       tKKUK       HAM|) 
0.50000**14)= 
6     bKROk      EX80 
-0.999023437 
THE   ARGOi Eli I 
-0.9995117lo 
THE   ARGUncrT 
-0.999755859 
THE   ARGOriErtT 
-0.999877V29 
i Ht   AKGOnEi   i 
-0.999938964 
THE   AKbUnt! Y 
0.0441c33B2 
IS    NEGATI V':     ( : ) . 
0.031l*tul    i 
IS    I'jEG/   I i     r    ( ) . 
0.022OV5738 
IS   NEGA I'I vc   ( (v.i ) . 
(.'.(   Isn - *i>/.4 
I S   NEW n vi:    ( ) . 
0.0 1104■■> 37«t 
IS   NEGATIVC   I      •) . 
13 -1.00000+1 
******   II-J   STMT 
0.50(>00**1D) = 
6    EKROK   EX«O 
-0.9999&y4l 2 
I Ht   AKGiJi iEi"'l 
U.OO'l    i 2440 
I S   rib GO fl </c   ( -      ) . 
lo -1,00000+1 
******   IN   STMT 
17 -1.00000+( 
******    IN   STMT 
lo -i.00000+1 
******   IN   STMT 
-I,00000+1 
******   IN   STriT 
0.50000**16)= 
6      bKRUK      EX80 
0.50000**17)= 
6     ERRUK     EXdU 
0.50000**18)= 
6     ERROR     tXrtL) 
0.50000**19)= 
6      tRRUH     hXuU 
-0.999984741 
THE   ARGOI-IENT 
-0 .999992370 
iHr    ARGOl'.Ei    I 
■o.y^yyvoirtp 
THE   ARGOwEr I 
•0 .9999VMH92 
"i HE   AKGl ii'iEl   I 
0.005324230 
IS   NEGATI \ltz   (.■■■). 
0. I'O :-•     '   '- '   - 
1 S    NEGATI v■•:    ( ) . 
0.002 in/. Iss 
IS   NEGA I i </C   ( .-. •  ) . 
U.OO l-,  i ->l .-■ 
1 i      "II-I,/'   I   1   'T-      ( )   • 
?.{) -1.00000+1      0.50000**20)=     -0.999999046 0.0013 (1067 
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ESTIMATING   THE   LIMIT AS   X  APPKUACHHS 
FUNCTION   F(X)=    ( SlN( 2*X ) )/(S IIM( X)) 
MPFKIIACHING   FRUn   titLUW 
O.ouooo   FuK   Thfc 
1 
1 
2 
3 
l;. 
3 
o 
7 
0 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
13 
16 
17 
lcJ 
19 
A +1 
0.00U00+( 
O.OOOOO+I 
0.00000+1 
O.OOOOO+I 
O.0OU0O+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+1 
0. 00000+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
0.00o00+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00u00+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
UX **    I)= 
0.50000*=,--   i) = 
0.50000** 2 ) = 
0,50000** 3)= 
0.30000** /.-. ) = 
0.30000** ■>) = 
0.30000** 6)= 
0.50000**   7)= 
0.30000*^ 8)= 
0.30000** 9)= 
0.30000**10)= 
0.30000**11)= 
0.30000**12)= 
0.30000**13)= 
0.30000**14)= 
0.50000**15)" 
0.30000**16)= 
0.30000**17)= 
o.30000**18)= 
0.30000**19)= 
0.30000**20)= 
-0.50000000U 
-0.25000000U 
-0.125000000 
-0.0625U0O0O 
-0.031230000 
-0.015625000 
-O.007bl25oo 
-0.003906250 
-0.001953125 
-0.0009f6362 
-0.000488281 
-0.000244140 
-0.000122 07 0 
-0.1)0006 1033 
-O.O00O3O317 
-0.00001523d 
-0.000007629 
-0.00000:4814 
-0.000001907 
-0.00O0O09 33 
1.75316512 3 
1.937824843 
1.98^-39 5334 
1,99009302I 
L.99vi /-Hi 
1 .999 7 33 - t"i 
1.999938965 
1.9t»99ri474 t 
1.99999 61^5 
1 .999999 04o 
1  ....... ,.,..,,  ,,. ; 
1 .99999994* 
1.99999998 3 
1 .99999999 0 
1.999999999 
i .' 999": 9 9 9 -.' 
1.999999999 
1 ... .......-.;..,.., 
1.9999y9999 
1 .999999999 
APPKilACHll>;G    FRUI'I    AbHVt 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
6 
7 
0 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Lb 
17 
18 
19 
20 
A +( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
o.ooooo+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+1 
O.OOoOO+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
o.oowO(.'+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
o.ooooo+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00u00+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
ux **   I) 
0.50000** 1 )■ 
0.30000**   ?.)■■ 
((.30000*=.=    3)' 
0.30000**      4): 
0.30000** 3)= 
0.30000*'.= 6)> 
0.30000** 7)= 
0.30000** 8) = 
U,30000** 9)= 
0.30000**10)! 
0.30000**11)= 
0.30000**12)= 
0.30000**13)= 
0.30000**14)= 
0.30000**15)* 
0.30000**16)= 
0.30000**17)= 
0.30000**18)= 
0.30000**IS) = 
0.30000**20)= 
X 
0.3OO0O0OOU 
0.250000000 
0. 123000UOO 
0.O625UOUOO 
0. OJJ 123 0000 
0.O15623OOU 
0.007812500 
0.003906230 
0.001934125 
0.0009763t>2 
0.0OO4882* I 
0.000244140 
0.0OO122O7O 
0.000061035 
0.000030317 
0.001)01323.. 
0.000007629 
0.000005814 
0.00000 19 II i 
O.OOOOM0933 
1,733lo3123 
1.937824843 
I.   »9'>4 ■'•■ 
1 .>■}<: oily >i i2 I 
i .' ■■..■•■■. 
1.9-'9 7 3 3 (64 
1.9999389h5 
1.999984741 
1 ,9999-J'^ I <13 
1.9999S  
1 .99999 ' I ■-.' 
1.999999940 
1.999999983 
1.999999   9 i 
I mi ..,,,,,,...1.1.. 
I >•; '       • 
1 .999999999 
1.999999999 
1.999999999 
1.999999' 99 
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8.   EXAMPLE $i    Estimate ^g LO&LQX     where b = 0 
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ESTIMATING   THE.   LIMIT  AS   x   APPROACHES 
FUNCTION   F(X)=   LOGlOJX) 
APPRUACHING   FKiii-i   BbLUW 
0.00000   Fuk   THE 
I                    A           +( UA                ** I)= 
!•*#»««   IN   STMT 6     ERROR EXuF L0G1O   ARGUMENT   (»#») 
1             0.00000+1 0.50000** ). )= -0.500000000 
******    I I>I   STMT 6      ERRUR EXBF LUGlO   AkGUi-ibi" I    ( : ■■ 
/_             0.00000+) U.sOOOO** '/)= -0.25O0tn)0O0 
******    IN   STM1 6      fckKuk EX8F L0G10   ARGUWEH'I    I Ml 
1            0.00000+1 0.50000** s)= -0.125000000 
*#«**»    IN   STMl 6      tRkuK EX8F Lei,In   AkGUnti   i    (  --:■ 
4 O.OOUOO+l 
******   j|\j   STMT 
0.50000**    ': ) =        -0.0O25U0O00 
6      ERROR      t-X«(-   L0G10   ARGUhfclxl    ( ##it 
5 0.00000+( 0.50000** 5)= -0.031250000 
******   I ,\i   STMT o     ERRUR EXbF LOGlO   AKGO   E   f   ( 
o O.OOuOO+( U.SOOUu** ")= -0.01:>625O(>u 
******   IN   STMT o      ERRnR EX8F LUblO   ARGOHEN'I    (• 
7 0.00000+1 0.50000**   7)=      -0.007812500 
****** i,j   STMT b      ERRUk      EX8F   LOGlO   AKGOi-iEi"l    (  '■'< 
8 0.00000+1 0.50000**   -) =      -0.003V0   '£: ■• 
****** iig   STMT O      ERROR     EX8F   LtlOlO   AkGOnEwT   ( #M 
9 0.00000+1 0.50000**  9)«      -0.00195312b 
****** IN   STMT o      ERKuR      FXBF   LOGlO   AKGUnbi T    ( 
10 0.0000('+( 0.50000**10)=     -0.000*76562 
****** IN   STMT o     ERkuR     EX8F   LOGlO   ARGUnbiiT   C 
11 0.00000+( 0.50000**11)=     -0.0004882bl 
****** iN   STMT o      tRkilk      bXbF   LQblO   MKGO.-.ENI    (»?.' 
12 0,00000+) 0.50000**12)=     -0.000244140 
****** iw   STMT 6      ERROR     EXBF   LOGlO   ARGOMENT   (##« 
13 0.00o00+( 0.50000**13)"     -0.000122070 
****** jN   STM1 ,,     gRkuR     EXbF   LOGlO  AKGUI EM    I 
14 0.00000+) U. 50000**14)-     -O.dOitOolU    • 
****** i,„   STMT 6      irkhnk     EXbF   LOGlO   AKOUrifcl  I   I ■-■ 
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15            o.0OU00+( 0.50000**15)"     -0.000030317 1 
##*#**   IN  STMT 6     6RRUK     EX8F   LUGIO   AK<  ■•-•  1 (   ;•■,■■) 
i„            o.OOOOO+( U.50000*wl6)»     -0.00001423 I. 
»**#**    IN   STMT 6      fc'RRUK      --XHK   LM010   ARGUMENT (;..,,.') 
1/            o.OOoOO+( 0.30000**17)=     -0.00000Y629 1. 
******    IN   STMT fe      ERRUri      EX8F   L0G10   ARbUhh!" I (      I ) 
Id o.OOOOO+l       0.50000**1^ =     -0.00OUO3rfl<t 
******    IN   STMT fa      EKRuk      EX8F   LUGIO   ARGUl-tbiM I    (#M 
iv 0.00000+1 
******   IN   STMT 
0.50000**19> =     -0.0000019 07 
6      ERRUk      EX8F   LUGlo   ARGUntw'1 
L') 0.0OO00+(        U.PD 
00o*»20) =     -O.o0000oyi>5 
APPKUACHIMG   FRO.-.   AbUVt 
i 
1 
2 
2 
<t 
r> 
o 
i 
o 
10 
li 
12 
13 
1* 
l-j 
16 
17 
la 
1 -.- 
2o 
A +( 
0.0OO00+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
O.O0uO0+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+1 
O.OOOOO+I 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+1 
0.00000+( 
ox 
u.90000" 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.3o00o;: 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.30000* 
0.30000- 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000' 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000* 
0.50000'- 
0.30000' 
**   I )= X 
v-    1)= 0.5O0000OOO 
1*   /)= 0. 25000. )UO< 
v   3)= O.12a000ijou 
:*   u)= 0.062500000 
* 0)= 0.O3125O000 
* 6)= 0.O15625OOO 
* 7)= 0.OO76123OO 
;* A)= 0.003906250 
.* .1)= 0.001933123 
t*10)= 0.000976362 
.*!!) = 0.0004BB281 
i*i2) = 0.00024414U 
j*13)» 0.000l22OYt, 
(#14) = 0.000061033 
:#1^)= 0.000030517 
:#ln)= 0.000013258 
c*17)« 0.0000076 29 
c#lH)= 0.000003814 
<*19) = 0.000001V07 
«*20)= 0.000000^53 
i-( X) 
-0. id I 1   - 'Vc,5 
-,/. o(  -"i :>•"■■ i 
-',;. 9 0 30     "- 
-1.20«*119Sf    ' 
-1.3031^99 1 
-1.H06179973 
-2. loY20V9r>9 
-2.40o2:J9yb3 
-3.010299936 
-3.311 •■" 9 >• 
-3.612a 59 947 
-3.9 I a:    LJ9'so 
-':. >■ J -i-i L99 '-">■' 
-4. ---I ->-'. ", 
-4.alol 79V iU 
-5.1173099 26 
-5.^1 .539';  - I 
-'... ( 19 3 699 ! 7 
-O.U203V9V 13 
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STUDENT EXERCISES: For the following functions and values of a, write 
a program which will help you guess if the limits exist or not, and if so, 
determine their values. For each function, examine the output and make an 
observation about L+, L",  L,  and P(a). 
. v2/3 ♦ x3/2 a. f(x) 
b. f(x)  -  2' 
c. f(x)  ■ x -  [[x]] 
o*/2 
1/x 
d. f(x) = xJ 
e. f(x) =  (1 + x) 
f. f(x) = y/6-x-x 
e. fix) =' 
h.    f(x) ■ l/(x2-2x+l) 
i.    f(x)  -  (x2-7x+12)/(x-3) 
j.    f(x) -  (x2-5x+6)/(x2-U) 
a = 2 
a = 1/2 
a = 0 
a = 0 
a = 0 
a = C 
a = 2 
a ■ 1 
a ■ 3 
a = 2 
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Lesson 17    LIMITS OF FUNCTIONS;     DELTA - EPSILON APPROACH 
1. PURPOSE:    The objective of this lesson is to understand the delta- 
epsilon approach to the limit of a function.    In the previous lessons, 
an intuitive approach to limits was given, but this was very imprecise. 
The delta-epsilon definition of a limit provides a very precise method 
for determining whether a function has a limit or not.    One must always 
keep in mind that the computer can not always do in practice what can be 
done in theory, hence it can not actually PROVE that a function has a 
limit.    It can provide  some powerful evidence,  and in most cases the 
conclusions you make based on this evidence will be correct. 
2. THEORY:    Remember from previous lessons that when one writes 
lig f(x)   - L 
intuitively one means that when the variable "x"  gets close to the value 
"a",  then f(x) approaches the value "L".    But how close must f(x) get 
to L before one is satisfied they are "close enough"?   The intuitive 
understanding of limits leaves many questions unanswered, hence the delta- 
epsilon definition is presented. 
Consider the following definitions.    The symbolism applies to this 
manual only. 
AE - the "actual error".    This is the difference between the value 
of the function at x and the given limit,  L.     Hence, AE -   |f(x)-L|. 
To say that f(x) approaches the value L is equivalent to saying that 
AE gets very small  (approaches zero). 
E (epsilon)   -  the"specified error".    E is simply a positive number, 
which is selected by an arbitrary choice by the person.    Usually E 
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is very small,  and the only restriction is that EX).    One usually de- 
mands that the "actual error" be smaller than the "specified error", 
that is,     |f(x) - L|< E. 
AS - the "actual separation".    This is the difference between the 
variable "x"  and the value "a".    Hence, AS ■  |x - a|.    There is one 
restriction on AS.    Since the function may be undefined at x=a, the 
condition x / a is imposed, which is equivalent to 0<AS. 
D(delta)  = the "critical separation".    This is simply a positive num- 
ber which must be discovered or claculated by the person.    D depends 
upon the function,   the point a, and upon the choice of E.    Usually, 
one wants the    actual separation smaller than the "critical separation", 
that is,  0<|x - a|<D. 
DELTA - EPSILON DEFINITION FOR THE LIMIT OF A FUNCTION 
ljm f (x)  = L means that given any specified error, E > 0, no matter how 
small, it is always possible to find a critical separation, D > 0,   so that 
the actual error will be less than the specified error,   |f(x) - L|<E, 
whenever the actual  separation is smaller than the critical separation, 
0<|x - a|<D.     In actual practice,  f(x),  a, L,   and E are given values.     One 
aiust use algebraic processes to find a "D" which will satisfy the definition. 
For a particular value of E,  the computer can determine a "D" which will 
work, but the difficulty arises since the definition spacifies that a ' D 
can be found for ALL_E>0,  hence the computer cannot prove that a limit really 
exists. 
In less mathematical language, E represents the "tolerance" or "error" 
which one will allow between f(x)  and L.     In order for the difference to be 
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analler than B, then x must be "close" to a. D represents how "close" it 
nust be, that is, D is the maximum allowable separation in order that the 
difference be within the tolerence specified. 
When trying to determine D,  one may discover that separation "above" 
the point "a"  and the separation "below" the point "a" may be different diB. 
tances.    The symbols D* and D' will be used to represent the "critical sep- 
aration" above or below the value "a".    Then D = minimum { D+, D"}. 
The geometric interpretation of the various symbols used in evaluating 
limits is shown in the figure below. 
f(x) 
X-Axls 
x     a D = min   |D
+,  D-j 
Geometric  interpretation of E,  AE, AS,  D+,  D",  and D, 
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3.    EXAMPLE 1:    Consider the function f(x)  = (sin x)/x + l/(x+l).    This 
function is continuous and converges to the limit of 2 as x approaches zero. 
Write a program which will assist you in finding a D (delta)  for a specific 
E (epsilon).     This may be done by printing out tables for X,   |X - A|,   f(x), 
and   |f(X)-L|.     Choose a=0 and L=2.     From this table,  pick a value for E, 
then find the corresponding D+ and D",  then determine D„ 
Lesson 17 (cant) 
A.    One flowchart for Example 1 is  shown below. 
59 
C   PRINT ) 
V    MESSAGE    J 
/READ A, DX A 
I     NOT,   L      ) 
(  PRINT 
V MESSAGE 
c 
) 
PRINT STlT\ 
HEADING    J 
1=1 
X*A+(I1JC**I)*(-1)**HCPN 
CALL F(X,FOX) 
AS=ABS(X-A) 
AE=ABS(FOX-L) 
(PRINT RESULTS) 
REE 
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B.   A poesible PL/0 program baaed upon the flowchart is shown below* 
1   /ffXAMgLEl PLC   eCS.>'.NoG.rlA6fti2JVtLbSSuN17fiJPT=rii.0LjUi'.i)ARY 
hr 5»-LJL : PRIjCfcUUKt   uH IUNSIMAIN); " —  
3 DECLARE    (A, /*  POINT MPPKHACHEO 
Jt     I        . L,x' /* CUNSTAriT   KAlSEO TO   H' I . ■ \< -r,— 
x, 
FOX, 
AS t 
>:' BDF5S DT   I I/-.J I 
/*   PUINT  APPKI ACHING 
/*   HXI 
*/ 
"?■■' arrrouT itkc.KM i run 
10 
Ab)FLOAT(16),    /*   ACTUAL   bKRUK 
(NUT, /«. i-HJciHck   OF   PUINTS  APF 
12 
13 
if / ••=    CUUK'IbK 
EXPN)PIXED;        /*   EXPONENT   FUK   APPROACrili 
rtbUVE   UK   tJb'LUW 
HI. 
—rr 
15  F: 
16 
Ub'-LAKfc   F   fclilKYthLUAK 16) ,FLiJA)l 16) ) ; 
PR()CEDbKt(X,Fi)X) ; 
uECLARE(X,FuX)FLii/\T( 16) ; 
"^7" 
*/ 
17 h   UfcH.-lHUN  UF   KJNll IIiN   ■■-) 
18 FOX=(SIK(X)/X)+(1/IX+   1))    ; 
19 £.i    F;   
20 RBI bbl   LISI ( A,i'X,NM ,L) ; 7»   k b A* >   I.-Pbl   VANIABLCS   :7  
2i IF   lMOT=o   THEN   STUP; /#    CERMINATIUN   CHECK   */ 
g   /•  PBIl T   HbAUING   */ 
~?T~       ' P"0l   bU'i I ( 'US INK   b PS I LIliM —.i»-L I A  DhFU-'I i li ■,-   I U PFI F.MI ■ --»I -   i!.-1, 
2jj •    LIhIT   AS   X   APPKUACHES'tAf '   FUR    THE   FuuCTIUi'    '» 
« 'F(X) = ( SIN(X) /X )+( 1/IX+   .1)).') 
-2* 
27 
 ( PAr-E,A,si':iP,A,F( in,-5), SKI H T ^V, A ) ;  
PUT   EDIT! •   THE   GUESS   uF   THE  LIMIT   IS   Ml     (A, F( 7, b)) SKI P( /.) 
eXPN=l;        /*   SET   EXPONENT   FUi*   BFLuiJ       */ 
~27' /- Pttf T   'BPLUW   r PgOTOT '  -/ —  
30 HUT   LIST( •APPROACHING   FROM  BELOW)    SMrM2)l 
31 I-  PRInT   STANDARD   HEADING  */ 
~32   SI/IKT: 
33 
3li 
W ' 11- (:■'!-' e01T( '1 ' , 'X' , ' |X-A | '.'fUrt-in ,-;-•, L , 
( X( 1 ) ,A,X ( 11 ) , A,X( 10) ,A,XI 1(J ) , '«,X( 10) , A , PI  I, t>) ,'< ) 
SKIP<2*J 
J5      — IT; r* ftwrtwrffg i -'•; 
36   REDUI              X«A-HDX*#I )*( — J)**EXPN;      /*   CALCULrtTb   ^bW   PUI11I    -/ 
CALL   FIX,FuX);      /*  CALCULATE   F(X)      */  
AS   = ABMX-A); 
39 Ah = ABS(FiJX-L) ;      /*  CALCULATE   ACTUAL    :KROR   */ 
JO /*   PRI. T   RLSULTS   */ „^^__^_^- 
~tL PUT    EOIK 1,A,AS    ,FUA,AF)     CTTgTTTI -1 ' t F 1 L3,H),A1 J.) ,FI  I'■, ■ I i ■( 
R ,F(14,i),X(2),F(14,8))    SKIP; 
-i£ IF   1-.=   HUT   TritN   GO   Hi   II'I'K; . ..,    .,„.  
T5 ~ IF   bAPI ^V    I HEN   GTI   Ml    Uri., /f   h"  l,F I    .'..1Kb   EWTfl   -/ 
g                             tXPN=2;      /'•'   SbT   EXPONENT   FUR   AKIiVH   */ 
_!»6 PUT   LIST( • APPROACH IHG   FRUM  Anu\'.-')   M "'l-,)'  
ft ~ 50   HJ   hIAKI!   /»   I'.EIUKI'   FTTH   MHIIlfl-   l.M.U'LM 1UT"S   ■-1 
!*8 WRi 1 = 1 + 1;   /*   INCRfHENl    I   */ 
1*9 
"5cr-r n tFiiLi— 
51 *,T IA 
?2 0    .(j     20     ^ 
GU   TU   KfcOO? /*   CALCULATE   dEXT   PulN'i    '• I 
0     0    0 0 
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C.   The output from the above program is shown below: 
61 
USIUG  tzPSILUN-USLTA   UfcPINITlUrt   Tu   - > = - i tr t-i-, I    ,-    fhe 
-LI 111    AS    X    APHKOALHr-S U.iiOOOO  
FUR  THE   FUNCTION   HX) = (SI, (x )/X)+ ( i/(x +   I)). 
-IHb   UJbSS   UH    I Hb   Lll'-il I—lb   /I.UiJDUD '  
A^KOACHINij   FROM   ncLui 
l>i 
IV 
■*rr 
-O.bOOOOOOU 
IX-AI 
0,50000uOO 2.9 5i'o5lo7 
-0.00003051 
-0.000O152 5 
0.00OO305] 
O.OOuo l^/-> 
■ii.oi)oo076/: 
-0.00000381 
-0.00000190 
■'' .0000009U 
rm WWW frv; 
O.OOOOOaM 
0.00000190 
<>.Qt,'0')"ll" I 
2,00003051 
2 . UOIII • 152 s 
r( ..)-•'. < in ■■      I 
.•J..   I 
2.32291l ■ 17  I!. .'•   •    ,  
5 -0.12 500000 1/ • 12500UOO 2.140255O0 0,1'M / :  
4 -t).0f>2 50000 0.06250000 2.0ftoOly r •■ II.1;  •■•-! i 1 ■    /   - 
J ■■ u • u _■» i nuuv " .UJ 1 /') 000 2"i"03J?'l"' 3 W I.I. '7 ' '■ ■; 1 
o -0*01?625OC n.Ol5625O0 2.015 'a/ •■/ '•''t.'    / -' :> 
7 -0*00781250 0.00781 250 2.007  '.•:-■'• 0.O"/..--a    ■'■ 
'£ . 00 3' i J."" J" < ■. id iiy 19u?   ■— 
y -0.00195312 0.00195312 2,00ly5ftaJ O.U'ij .'■••-! 
10 
11 
-0.00097656 0 ,0009 7656 2,000V77 ••*> O.O.'il'    1 V;    i 
i i ■UtUIIUfnntR i! . 0 0'. i ■ v 8 8 2 B 2 . i I0U4AA *M1 f   >   #   1 |l   '''■!'<    :*J   '   "'.  
12 -0 .00024414 O.OOo24^14 2,0OO24'l '° ('. u '    .••■"   i  • 
13 
—t-— 
-0.00012207 
H .OOOUulOj  
0.00O12207 
I.'.00"')0I " 1  
2.0ool220« 
A'.l»'"..'|ll'l   In    ■  
O.U'I  IJ   - . [i 
.' .M'UM.'ll'f "/' 
/ . <i' M. il :i • •>       I 
2.oooooi' ii 
/ .'•' i'" 'i 
O.U'   iv115    •• 
-trrt."""'" f ■' 
u. u i 
i ■ l.'i 
I'.     I"' ■■     'I ■     '■    ' ' 
-ftn'KDmmi'u;   Fftpfl   /'.Bfivr 
IX-Al 
u.3fju'im-»" 
0.2500000(1 
0,12500000 
F(X) 
rrwwrrr 
!-(.,)-  "I 
-rr  
—hr 
H. 30000000 
0.25000000 
0.1/500000 
ii.or I HB2 3000O 
0.03125000 
0.01562500 
".0OTM2 9O 
O.00a90625 
0.00195312 
rm >0097650 
O.0004862o 
0.0002441<i 
D.000122O7 
0.0000610a 
•1.0000 30 51 
-".001M.H52 5 
0,00000762 
o.00ooo3hl 
0.00000190 
0.00000095 
i'.riB2'J'J0MM 
0.03125000 
0.015625O0 
n.00 7 tmvn 
o.ooayon/i 
0,001953i2 
O.OOO'jTri if 
(',00048ft2a 
0,00024^14 
ri.OOolii 'ir 
11 . OOonft l(i- 
0,000030 3 i. 
o.OOoo" v i 
O.OOOOli /<•/ 
0 .00001 '-ill 
O.UOUHOJ '.'o- 
0,0000009 5 
1 .'/.■• o 1 ■ 
L, t<s6 i.t-.6 7 -1 
■ t. .v-im -"V 3" 
l,9e>95a42] 
1.9 i45 11   -' 
l.y g2 >1—r 
i.99610o40 
i . ';'!■■ I oi.'l •'! 
t .'!■'" >w ■■^.'r 
I.,- -I 1* 1 
J..y-'v /•>';• O 
I . ■.""'    i i - ' 
1.9V9'  ahvft 
l.y", •.■■;-/■: 
■■t ."■""■; "'■ r*l" 
1.9v      •' " • ' 
1#v.,.,... ,. | 
-i.v"^"1'1 <r 
i ,v-v I ' «• 
. /1. • I ■ 
o. Ii 3 i J. S24 
■ 11 . 11 ^' 
I), u.n ;■•!••   i 
II,ol   "■/ :•:■' 
II.M r {■ -rr 
II. !'■■■■'    -•      ■ 
(I.U.'l    v ■ 
11 . ■" I'-^-f1' !■• 
<  
O.ili'  i  '• • 
M.l"ll  I    '     "    ' I        ' 
o,o'i ■  <• i • 
0.1 ■' 
■ IT, OO II'). !l!»*l 
U , i j i   1111   ; ■ • 
-rr;Tn r>v-r 
o, (  
. 62 
Lesson 17 (cont) 
0.    A partial explanation of EXAMPLE 1 is given below. 
Cards 15-19 contain the subroutine,  F, which defines the function. 
Cards  22-27 contain instructions for printing the headings. 
Cards 32-3U print the column headings. 
Card 36 calculates a new point for x.    This is done exactly as the points 
in lesson 16. 
Cards Ul and U2 are the output format. 
Card 52 is the data card,  where a=0,   BK-.5,  N0T=20,  and L=2. 
Observe the output from EXAMPLE 1.    Suppose one decides on a value of E = 
.25 as a start.    In the column where the limit is approaching from BELOW, one 
looks for  |f(x)-2.000000| less than B-.2*.    In this case, it is the third num- 
ber down the list,   .11*025500,  then corresponding to this value, look across 
under the   |x-A| column for the D~ value 0.125- 
Then in the part where the limit is approaching from ABOVE, one looks for 
!f(x)-2.00000| less than E-.2*.     In this case, it is the second number down the 
list, 0.210381*16,  and the corresponding value in the  |x-A| column for D   is 
0.25000. 
Therefore,   for an B-.25,   the corresponding D=min{.125,   .25o} which is 0.125- 
Hence, whenever the actual separation is AS<.125,   then the actual error, AE<.25. 
If one should pick another value for epsilon,   say E=.0001,  then using the 
output, one could find the corresponding D=.00006l03 will work (or any value 
smaller than this).     Observe that as   |f(x)-2.000| gets very small, D+ and D 
have approximately the same values. 
k.    EXAMPLE 2:    Consider the function ffcH/SI aS X aPProach6S 3-°000°-    ^ 
function is continuous and the limit converges to a value of L=2.0 
program which will find a possible value for DELTA when given values of EPSILON 
as data.     In this case,  use B-.Ol,   .0001,  and .000001 and determine the corre- 
sponding values for D. 
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A.    One flowchart for EXAMPLE 2 is shown below. 
[START 
63 
/READ A,   DXA 
-,  h  E    J 
(    PRINT "\ 
V    HEADINGS J 
EXPN=1 
C    PRINT\ 
V^   MESSAGE   J 
( PRINT STD] 
V HEADING      J 
1=0 
1=1+1 
X=A+(DX**l)*-(-l)**EXPN 
(PRINT \ 
V    MESSAGE   J 
EXPN=2 
f   PRINT      s 
V    MESSAGE   J 
DELTA=AS 
)ALL F(X,FOX) 
4S=ABS(X-A) 
&E=ABS(FQX-L) 
PRINT DELTA 
AS DELTA 
BEG, 
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B.   A possible PL/C program baaed upon the above flowchart Is shown below: 
l//tXAMPLh2   HLC   t:tS.UlMC(7..'iA6()02H7,Lfc^bU<»ll7,i)P l"»wUBUUNDARY 
2   |PULj bKUCbUUkb    UKF illlM.S di<iliv ) : ^  
-J~~    "~ UbCLARb   IA, /*   PtJTiTl   SPPWi^CTTED  
ll LiX» /-.•  CUNSTAM   KAlSfcU   I'U   PTJrthKS 
5 Li /*   UUfcSS   UF   Ll.-il 1 
i  
7 
T;  
UtLTA, 
/*    HUINI    oHi'i'l.Ml.HI,,!, T 
/■•'   h(X) ./ 
/*   ufcL IA   FUK   ncLUto   iHtli   i-IniflL •••/ 
10 
U 
-rr 
13 
A 
AS    , 
Ah )bLUA f( 16 
~   b P S1 L l In 
/■'   ACTUAL SbKAKATIUN 
/* ACTUAL tKKMK 
16 
17 f: 
NUI , TZ- 
I , /* 
tXHN)FIXEL>;        /# 
MUi-iDbK    DT     1  I TKA I llilli) 
CUUNItk 
bXHllwelvl    hi iK    uHFKliALrll 
-rr 
■--/ 
-■-I 
■■-/ 
AMiivt   iJK   bfcLTTw 
UbCLAkt   I-   ti-jlKY( HUflTI 16) .(-LIIAI'I In) ) : 
HRUCbUUKbf X,I-IJX) ; 
-7&-~ ub"CLAkt(x,hiX)FLi'AT< lol: 
19/*  DEFINITION   UF    HUixCiIuN   */ 
20 bUX=SUKl (x + 1 ) ; 
a EFP n 
22 bfcGJ 
23 
••■/ 
obT   LlST(AtUX»NUTiL »FI S      /*   KbAU    1NPUI    VARlAliLb.")   »/ 
IF   NUT = 0   IHI-IM   STUPI /*    rtKMliMATlilli  Lni-CK   */ 
2li I"  PHTNT   HbAIHNb   *7  
25 HUT   EUI f( 'USIlMG   FPSILllN-UFLTA   UfcFlN 1 HUM   I'll   Ub I L-<--II i«l     lb"-', 
26 '    UlfnIT   AS   X   APPROACHES' »A,'    I-UK   THt   I-U-I.IJ    ', 
TT 
28 
29 
■30- 
'bI X I=SHWI I X + l ) ' I 
IPAGt, A , SKIF , A,F( In, •s ) » SMP f «i*l : 
HUT    tUlll'lHt-    GUbSS    ill-   11-"-    Ll-'l I     I '■■    Mi1    Wl h 
 1 A.bt 1 ,\> 1 ,i\ m /.'') 1   SKIP: 
iVMln'.-1 , t I 
31 cXPI\i=l; /*    i>b I    FXI'ilnH'l    Hi)K   bfcLl)*» »/ 
32 /v   PR1.1 r    'obLUW'    rb^SAbb      :;/ ____^, —— 
~33 HUT   L 1 S I I ' ffPWTOTrCTTTWG   HHII-I   HhLiV)   STTPTgn 
3lt  /*   Pki     I     SlAriUAKU    MbAIJlNG    */ 
35 S (AkT :            HUT   bul I ( ' 1 ' , 'X', ' I/-A I ■ , 'H A) ', ' 11-I '-I - ' .L, ' I ' ) 
-75 (All ),A,XlllNA,AllU),A,>,lli).ATrrTPT,-T:, n /,■>»,/•. 
37 SKIP(2) I 
38  1 = 0; / *    I  •' 1  I  I A L I L r     1     * / ,   
~3TTfT7TT1 1=1+1;   7*  rTPTXS lb   1   -> 
X»A+(UX**I)*«-l)**bXPN!      /»   CALCULAlt   11b* 
cALL   F(X»FUX)|      /*   C'LC'iL All-   MX) 
1-  11 1  1     •■/ liO 
-8 X-ASMX-AI:'      V:   r/uLli^TTrTTnTTTnTTnT^^ 
Il3 Afc-ABS(FUX-L);      /*   CALCULATE   ACTUAL   t.K.uK   */ 
m /*  HKIIMI   kbSULTS   */  1 - 1 I 1 , „   ,11    .1 a 
IT-" Ptn   mini,x,AS   .HU.IIH   IH^I.MW.HH,")^"''-""""-'" 
1*6 ,rl 14,8),X(2),F( i-.til)   SMPi 
W ^  l-»"i   1 new Gu TU i-umv;  /* MA v.-    ■ ■   ^^■--.llLi-^  
-»— ib flb^h  rwgw GU  in wrotn    /•>  1^1 '  '""|l1 M/ 
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if-   tXPiM=l   THfciM   UUi      /*   KpiiVb   IIK   btLUw   -;•/ 
b XHi'=^ i       /*   KfcSI  I    EXHUIMENI    HUK    '\iAiJvh   •■'/ 
* P"T    L lS'l 1 ' HHI-M-MIAUI1HI.   hkill-l   JIHIM), ■)    s*IPl   ,[;■ 
ut-L1A=AS;    /*   SAVE   Uhl  I .\   l-UK   BELu**   */ 
''"    I"   STMI-'|    ;    /*   KI  in,,,,   i-i|K   <\|,iivi-   -./ 
iF    AS>UELTA    THEN   DU; 
Hi• r   EDIT! 'UtL fw=    ' ,UEL I A, '   hi i-S II 
t A,K lb, in) ,l,Hl T, in) )   SK | PI v,) 
GU    III    BfcGS    /*   Khh'l'ii   EUK    MJke    U«1A   */ 
EIMU5 
HUl    EOT I I MJI-L TAt—' ,AS, '    HIK   EPS I HP    ' , I" )  
( A, hi  1">, i'.l ) , A,M  1 T, 1(;) )     SKIM 4) 
ulJ   TU  BEG ; 
PUT   EDIT('UlU   NUT   CtJNvfckGE   WlTHIw    ',""'1 
I SKIP, A ,(-( 3 ), A) ; 
bU   TU   BEG}  
m9 , 
Ho—■  
61 
62 
4 J  
16 fc>J 1 J tfML ; 
6]»U« I A 
68 j   .?    /•?    c.iiuuuiHM) 
11 ERA 1 i     'N' ) 
tUi 
oyl   . ^ 25    ^.ooouuuu 
?0j    .3 /■?     ^.OOOUuuO 
71 J     .? ^t>      3.Q0UUUU') 
72 ;) u u 0 ii 
73// 
.11O0I 
.OOUDOl 
.01 
C.   The computer output from the above program is shown on the next page: 
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USIMJ  fcHSILuN-UtU A   uhUNlTIiiN   Til   UtTfcKnlNfc    IHt 
Lin IT   ftS    X   AHPKUALHbS j.DuQlM)  
"TOR   THi-    RJuCTIUh    HI X)=6WRT( X + l ) " " 
THh   GUfcbb   ill-   THfc   LIMIT    I b>   2.0 OOO <J   t*ilH   fePSlLuiM*O.UlO00 
' APHKIIALHING   hKUrt   bhLUW 
2.7t>UOUOOO 
2.B7300000 
^.y i rsoxroo 
2.96a7b000 
I X-A I 
(i. -jOOOOOdO 
(i .25000000 
i'. 12boout'0 
MX)  
1 ,9 36*y 167 
1 .^b«t)iij.yh 
h( X) -/ .(ji)n'Hi | 
H.l)62'?n0(il) 
(i.u312buuo 
0.063S<)h32 
U.0314VHO3 
1.99 21721*1 
"TTTui 5FJTS5 i 
APHKUACMIIMG   hkuci   ft.'jijVh 
 Tx^TTT  
('.'JOUOOUOO 
C> ,2!>0O«I0OI< 
MX)  
d.12l32U3< 
2 • lib l •>■> >o ] 
0.12132034 3.S0UU0U0U 
3.2 t>UlH'UUU 
U. 125IKJUUIJ 
0.O6250O0U 
O.U312-50UO 
2T05Tn09Tm 
2.U l V>'I'IH 3 
2.O077973O 
0, Ul 3D i>'ft.-> 
U.U'l / <' I 5" 
5.(i6^l>0UU0 
3.0312t>000 
"DEE l A = II .i>31 ^ SOOIMJI)   i-i IK   FPSTTTTN* tTTTJTTOnurmnTJ 
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USING  EPSILUN-DELTA   Ufcl- IN I) IUIM   |"U   ObTbRnlNfc    11' t 
Li'-ilT. A!>   X   APPKUAlHcS 3.00000 
" F,IK The   FUIMCTIUIM   F(X)=SuRT(X+l) 
IMC GUESS  UF   THE   LIMIT   lb   2.00000   WITH   EPS1 Luiv«o.uooio 
APPKUAOING   FkUM  ntLuw 
I X IX-A | F(X) 1 H X)-2«uooool 
1 
I 
3 . 
2.50000000 
/. 75000000 
2.tf 7500000 
(J .50000000 
0.25000000 
0.12500000 
1.87082069 
1.9364V167 
1.96H50196 
0.12V 1 7130 
0.0o35l H 32 
0.03149 BO3 
4 
5 
6 
2.93750000 
^.96675000 
,-.98437500 
0.0625O000 
0.0312500U 
0.01562500 
1.98431 34H 
1.9921 i/.lb 
i.9960899/ 
0.0 Is68651 
O.UO fb/781 
O.oo j1-/ i in / 
7 /.99218750 
8 /.99b09375 
9 2.99o04687 
10 2.99902343 
11 /.99951171 
12 /.99975585 
O.O07M 2*>0 
O.O039O625 
0.0019 5312 
1 .99bO«t59/ 
1 .9990231* 
1.9995 I J'.". 
0.0009 7oi6 
11. 1)004 H 82 8 
O.000 24414 
1.999/558" 
1.999 H 7/9 2 
1 .9999 .50')" 
0. '.Id I -l 54ll / 
0. U ' /b!«') 
0. 0001  » j'i 
(I. UOII -"-"I I •- 
O.OODl220 / 
0, 0O0O5103 
flPPKOACiilNG   hkUM   AoUVh 
1 
1 
X 
3.50000000 
IX-A 1 
I i . vOOl MHll/U 
i-( x ) 
2. 1 21 i 
1 hi  '.)-< .001X10 | 
0.121 52034 
I 
3 
i, 25000000 
.->. 12 3UO000 
5.06250000 
0,250(")O00 
ii. 12500000 
0 .062 51 (001) 
Z.U6155 2B1 
2.03lOOVftO 
2 • U 1 TUl'HH 
U.UbJ '.I -v ->] 
O.U 3 U'09bO 
O.Ol 55r>41 ) 
6 
7 
3.113125000 
3.01362 5U0 
3.00781250 
0.03125UOU 
0 .Ol5b2 500 
0.007'! 12 50 
2.01) / /-* /Jo 
2.00390244 
2.00ly5217 
U.00 1 !•' 1 M< 
0.0019024'I 
O.OO J   '"'/ I  ' 
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D,   Below is a partial explanation for EXAMPLE 2. 
Examine the output.    For the case when E = .01, the actual error is smaller 
than E after only 5 computations from both above and below, hence a D ■ 
.C3125 is determined.    Eighteen computations were required to find a D ■ 
.000003811*6 when E =   .000001.     Observe in the last case a different limit 
of L = 3 was used.    Hence, no matter how small a D was taken, the actual 
error could never be smaller than 1.0,  so a value of L ■ 3 was obviously 
incorrect.    In fact, any value for L other than 2 should provide non-conver- 
gence. 
;.    STUDENT EXERCISES: 
For the following functions, write a program which will determine a correct 
0 when given several values for E. 
a. f(x)  ■ tan x 
x 
b. 
b. f(x)  = 100x3 
c. f(x)  - x -7x+12 
x-3 
d. f(x) =vr 
a=0 L=l 
e.    f(x) = l/x£ 
1/x f.    f(x)  =  (1+x) 
g-    f(x) = sin x + tan x 
x 
h-    f(x)  - 3x2 + 2x2 + x + 1 
a=l L=100 
a=3 L=-l 
a=U 
a=2 
L=2 
a=0 
a=l/2 
L=1,000,000 
L=3.9 
a=0 L=2.718281828 
a=0 L=2 
a=l 
a=l 
L=7 
L=6.9 
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